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PREFACE 

In this investigation the governing physical one

dimensional differential equations for subsonic and super

sonic adiabatic gas-particle flow in a constant area·tube 

were solved by finite difference computer techniques. 

Primary considerations were to evaluate the effect of the 

governing variables and starting conditions on the critical 

length and the local and critical exit properties of the 

gas and particles. The critical length is the maximum 

length that a-gas-particle mixture may be transported. An 

experimental system was designed and operated for air and 

spherical glass particles flowing in a vertical constant 

area tube. Critical conditions were maintained for all 

test runs. The experimental results for the critical con

ditions were compared to corresponding analytical solutions. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The two-phase flow of a gas and solid particles is one 

of the most important and .frequently encountered types of 

flow 9 especially in the area of solid propellant rocket 

nozzles 9 pipeline flow 9 and various industrial applicationso 

Much analytical and experimental work has been done in order 

to predict the eff·ect of the presence of 'the solid parti

cles 9 which is often significant 9 on the eharac·teristics of 

si.ngle=phase gaseous flow o More specifically~ most of the 

studies on gas-particle systems have a·ttempted t;o evaluate 

such factors asi 

1 o The effect of parti.cles on the thrust and effi= 

ciency of solid propellan·t rocket nozzles. 

2o The effect of part;icles on the performance of 

heat exchangerso 

3. The effect of particles on the attenuation and 

speed of sound and shock waves 'propagating in. a 

gaso 

4. The effec·t of particles on the pressure and 

temperature changes of a gas flowing in a 

tubeo· 
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5. Maximum particle mass flow and two-phase 

flow stoppage in gas-particle systems. 

6. The total changes and local variations in the 

properties of the gas and particles in gas-parti

cle flow systems., 

7. The governing parameters and variables in 

gas-particle flow and their individual 

effects on the characteristics of the system. 

In general~ the most important parameters and variables in 

any gas-particle system are the particle to gas mass flow 

ratio~ the particle drag and heat transfer coefficients 9 

the particle-particle and particle-gas interactions, the 

particle distribution, the properties of the particles and 

gas 9 and the particle-gas interactions with a boundary. 

2 

The number of practical applications involving gas

particles systems is almost unlimited. One important ap

plica·tion is the adiabatic. transportation of a gas and 

solid particles in a. constant are.a tube that has a high: 

diameter ratio where ·the diameter ratio is defined as the 

tube length divided by the tube diameter. The restriction 

to high diameter ratio tubes is very important because~ in 

one=dimensional Fanno flow of an ideal gas with constant 

properties in a constant area'i) the maximum dis.tance that. 

the gas can be transported is limited by tube wall friction 

(l)o The maximum. tube length 9 or critical length 9 is de

termined by the length of tube necessary for wall friction 

to expand or compress the gas from a given inlet Mach 
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number (subsonic or supersonic) to a limiting Mach number 

equal to one at the exit of the tubeo If the tube is oper

ating under sub-critical conditions, the tube length is 

less than the critical lengtho For critical conditions 9 

the tube length equals the critical lengtho It is an im

possible situation for the tube length to be greater than 

the corresponding critical lengtho The addition of solid 

particles into a gaseous stream flowing through a constant 
.,. . . 

area tube would· affect the critical length and the local 

and exit properties of the gas 9 among other thingso Con

seque.ntly, it is important to know the effect of the parti

cles and variables of the system on the critical length so 

that the practical design of such a two-phase flow system 

can be more accurately accomplishedo 

Since little analytical or experimental work has been 

done on gas-particle systems operating under critical con-

ditions 9 it is the purpose of this investigation to analyze 

this problem both analytically and experimentallyo The 

problem is limited to subsonic and supersonic adiabatic 

flow of air and solid spherical particles in a vertical 

constant area circular tube where the tube operates under 

critical conditionso Simplifying assumptions and finite 

-difference computer solutions are employed in the analysiso 

The results are focused on the critical length, as affected 

by the variables of the system~ and the loeal and critical 

exit properties of the air and particles. The conditions 

for choking 9 or two=phase flow stoppage~ and sub-critical 
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conditions are discussed in relation to critical conditionso 

The experimental analysis is limited to subsonic flow and to 

the measurement and calculation of local and critical exit 

air properties. Particle and air mass flow rates are meas-
. . . 

ured for two-phase flow in a tube of fixed length~ Since 

the tube is operated critically and has a fixed length~ the 

critical length is constant and equals the tube length. The 

experimental results and those obtained for sub-critical 

flow f~om the literature are compared to analytical 

solutions. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Many investigations have been undertaken to understand 

the mechanism and flow characteristics of multi-phase, 

multi-component flowo The three individual phases are the 

gaseous~ liquid~ and solid phase where each phase may have 

more than one componento Since the purpose of this study 

is to investigate the characteristics of two-phase two

component gas-particle flow in a vertical constant area 

tube~ only the pertinent literature in this area will be 

reviewed. The less important literature in this area and 

literature in other related areas will be discussed briefly 

for the purpose of supplying additional background materialo 

Two of the most important properties of a gas-particle 

system that determines whether or not particles can be 

transported in a vertical tube are the terminal velocity 

of the particles Vpt and the particle slip Vpso The termi

nal velocity of a particle is defined as the maximum veloc-

ity obtainable in free fall in a fluid or gaseous medium. 

At the terminal. point, the particle acceleration is zero 

since the gravity forces equal the viscous and form drag 

forces over the particle. The particle slip is defined as 

the difference between the velocity of the gas and the 

5 



particle V - V • Ideally~ for particles to be transported 
g p 

6 

upwards in a vertical tube with a uniform gas velocity dis-

tribution the particle slip Vps must be greater than the 

terminal velocity of the particles Vpt 9 ioeo, (Vg-Vp > Vpt). 

If the diameter of the particles is very small 9 the termi

nal velocity of the particles and the corresponding parti

cle slip are small~ i.e. 9 Vg-Vp ';;Vpt-;;-;Oo However~ for 

finite sized particles~ the particle slip must be greater 

than the terminal velocity so that the particles can be ac= 

celerated by the viscous and form drag forces which are in 

excess of the gravitational forces acting on the particles. 

These forces are generated as a result of the relative 

velocity between the gas and the particles. The gas veloc-

ity at which particles can no longer be supported is essen

tially equal to the terminal velocity of the particlesi 
0 

i.e. ~ V g - ~ == V pt o Thereafter, the particles fill the tube 

and choking results. 

Croft (2) presented an equation for the determination 

of the terminal velocity of spherical particles. His equa-

tion~ based on the assumption that viscous and form drag 

forces equal gravitational forces 9 is given as 

where 

K -- Flow boundary fac·tor w 

and the other variables are defined as in this studyo The 
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effect of a flow boundary or a wall resulting from particle-

wall collisions becomes important when the ratio of the dia-

meter of the particle dp to the diameter of the tube dt 

exceeds Oo2o The equations for Kw~ which are valid only 

for streamlined flow~ show that the flow boundary factor 
d 

increases as -12. increases and has a limiting value equal to 
d+. 

u 

one for very small particles o Therefore 'l for a given di.am-

eter tube~ increasing the particle diameter tends to 

decrease the terminal velocity of the particles Vpt because 

of the wall effecto However~ the net change in Vpt may be 

an increase because Vpt is greater for larger particles~ 

ioeo~ the effect of gravity forces acting on the larger 

particles may be greater than the wall effect. Croft also 

presented equations for the drag coefficient of single 

spherical particles Cd which are similar to those used in 

this investigationo In addition to the wall effect, other 

factors affect Vpt such as turbulence~ multi-particle inter

actions~ and irregularly shaped particleso 

To account for irregularly shaped particles in the 

equations for Cd' Waddell (3) defines a particle circular

ity~ and a particle sphericity ~ by the follow:ing 

relations~ 

q c and :::: c 
p 

$ s where ·- s 



c -· Circumference of a circle of the same area 

as the plane figure 

CP = Actual perimeter of the plane figure 

s = Surface area of a sphere having the same 

volume as a particle whose surface area 

is So 

The maximum value for both~ and~ is equal to one for a 

sphere. He also defines a true nominal particle diameter 

d on which Cd and the particle Reynolds number Re are pn . P 

8 

based. It is defined as 

dpn = Diameter of a sphere of a volume equal to that 

of the particle, irrespective of the latter's 

shape .. 

Based on the above definitions, Waddell showed experimen-

tally that the drag coefficient Cd for irregularly shaped 

particles is generally greater than for spherical particles 

at the same effective particle Reynolds number and that 

this effect increases as~ and$ increase. Therefore~ the 

effect of irregularly shaped particles tends to decrease 

the terminal velocity of the particles. 

To account for multi-particles i.n the equations for Cd 

as affected by particle-particle and particle-wall interac

tions~ Torobin and Gauvin (66) review the results obtained 

by others. Briefly, they show that free stream turbulence 

increases Cd for single particles. However~ for multi

particles Cd is decreased because of particle-particle and 

particle-wall interactions even though the turbulence 



generated between multi-particles has the opposite effect 

for single particleso The effect of multi-particles tends 

to increase the terminal velocity of the particles. This 

review is discussed more completely on page 28.; :--. 

Alves (4) suggested that the total pressure drop in a 

gas-particle system consists of the following components: 
- . 

That required to accelerate the gaso 

That required to accelerate the particles by 

viscous and form drag forceso 

That required to support the gaso 

That required to support the solid particles .. 

5. That required to overcome the friction of the 

gas on the tube walls. 

6 .. That required to keep the particles in 

suspension. 

Although gas-particle and fluid-particle fluidized 

9 

beds are not pertinent to this investigation, their charac-

teristics are important for the prediction of choking in 

steady two-phase flow .. Leva, Grummer~ Weintraub, and 

Pollchik (5) and Wilhelm and Kwauk (6) presented similar 

pressure drop-velocity c-1.1rv-es for gas-particle and fluid-

particle beds .. They showed that at inlet gas or fluid 

velocities great enough to give a pressure drop equal to 

the weight of the particles in the bed~ the bed expands 

from the fixed state of minimum bed height so that all the 

particles are no longer touching and the bed is in the 

fluid stateo A further increase in velocity is accompanied 
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by a further increase in bed expansion~ or voidage of par

ticles, and the pressure drop across the entire bed in bot;h 

cases remains equal to the weight of the bede The velocity 

is increased and the pressure drop across the bed remains 

constant until a velocity is reached, the terminal velocity 

of the particles 9 beyond which the particles flow upward 

out of the bed in a steady stream (uniform particle diame

ter only). Thus., there is a net steady particle flow 1:b. 

the bed which can be considered to be gas-particle flow 

thru a vertical tube. However~ during fluidization the 

particles are moving upwards in the core of the bed and 

downwards near the wall because of the velocity distribu

tion of the gas in the bed, according to Chin-Yung Wen and 

Hashinger (7)o According to r.esults given by Zenz (8), the 

same effect was noticed just after the bed was fluidized 

ap.d particles flowed upwardso As the gas velocity was in

creased the gas turbulence decreased 1 the holdup and down

ward motion of.the particles in the bed decreased, and the 

particle flow con'tinued thro1ugh 'a dec:r·s:asi~gly <;e:nse lDi&Sa of 

slower moving a.nd falling' particles in the bed@ The pres~ 

sure drop decreased to a minimum and then increased as 'the 

gas velocity increasedo · Of course~ even at higher gas ve

locities the particles would tend to decrease in velocity 

or fall downward in the tube (bed) because of the lower gas 

velocities near the wa.11 of the tube .. However~ the turbu

lence of the gas stream and the spin of the particles would 

tend to force the particles towards the center of the tube 
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where they would be accelerated upwards. The topic of tur

bulent diffusion in fluidized beds of particles is discussed 

more completely analytically by Hanratty 9 Latinenj and 

Wilhelm (9) .. 

Vogt and White (10) reported a semi-empirical study on 

the pressure losses in.vertical and horizontal pipes carry

ing suspensions of solid particles i.n airo An equation was 

developed that correlated their experimental data as well 

as data obtained from the literature. The equation for 

both horizontal and vertical flow is given as 

a. - 1 = A (dt)2 ( PgX )k 
d P Ret p p . 

where 

a.= Two-phase .pressure drop divided by the single

phase pressure drop both at the same gas ve-

loci ties 

and A and k are functions of the dimensionless group 

and the other variables are defin.ed as in this study. The 

particle material used was sand 9 steel shot~ clover seed~ 

and wheat which flowed thru a 0.5 inch diameter iron pipe. 

No particle velocity measurements were taken. 

An excellent semi-empirical study was presented by 

Hariu and Molstad (11) on the pressure drop in vertical 
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glass tubes with air as the flowing medium and sand and 

silica-alumina cracking catalyst as the particle materialso 

The particle to air mass flow ratio was varied from 6 to 

300 A comparison of a portion of their results for sub= 

critical flow with analytical results obtained from this 

study is made latero 

Farbar (12) reported a study on the flow characteris

tics of air-particle mixtures in a horizontal and vertical 

glass tube that had an inside diameter of Oo67 inch and 

length between pressure taps of 2 feeto Particle materials 

used were alumina and silica catalysts that varied in size 

from less than 10 microns to greater than 220 micro~so The 

particle to air mass flow ratio X was varied from Oto l6o 

His results for the total air pressure drop aero Els ;:the tube 

showed an increase with X and the inlet air velocityo No 

correlation of experimental data was attemptedo His re

sults9 when based on the ratio of pressure drops ex.~ were 

similar to those giv·en by Vogt and White aboveo 

Boatright (13) reported on air and sand flowing in 

vertical Lucite tube that had an inside diamet;er of O o 301 

inch and a length between pressure taps of 10 feeto The 

average particle diameter was 500 microns and the particle 

to air mass flow ratio varied· from 4 to 9 o Inle·t air veloe= 

i ties varied from 110 to 155 fee·t per secondo Pressure 

drop correlation was based on the ratio a of the two-phase 

pre.ssure drop to that of the air only at essentially the 

same inlet air volume flow rateso The proposed correlation 



is given by 

. ~ 
~ = 2.213 + 0.0152(X)Retp 

p 

13 

Since the inlet air velocities for equal volume flow rates 

were not the same 9 the data was somewhat scattered. No 

particle velocity measurements were taken. 

Boggs and Fitch (14) presented a report on two-phase 

systems that review the studies by Croft 9 Waddell 1 Alves~ 

Wilhelm and Kwauk, Zenz 9 Vogt and White 9 Hariu and Molstad 9 

Farbar, and others. Results on gas-liquid and liquid-

particle systems are also reviewed. 

Richardson and McLeman (15) conveyed air and solid par= 

ticles through a horizontal brass pipeline, loO inch in 

diameter and 110 feet long. Particle materials used were 

Perspex~ sand~ coal 9 bra.ss 9 aluminum 9 and lead. The par

ticle velocity was measured by interrupting the flow of par·= 

ticles for a fraction of a second by the introduction of an 

air pulse into the system,, The time taken for the pulse to 

travel between two points a known distance apart was then 

measured electronically. The pressure drop was measured· 

between each 10 feet interval and generally showed an·in""1 

crease along the pipe~ although the data was somewhat 

scattered. The velocities of the particles and the pres

sure drops were correlated in terms of the physical proper

ties of the solid particles and the flow rate of the air. 
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Electrostatic effects, resulting from frictional generation 

of static electricity~ were noted that caused erratic pres

sure drop data for some of the materials testedo Khudiakow 

and Chukanov (16) found that electrostatic retardation of 

particle movement could become large enough to completely 

halt the flow of the particle phase in vertical gas

particle systemso 

An excellent mathematical paper on turbulent gas

particle flow was presented by Boo (17)o Particle velocity 

and concentration of solid particles were calculated for 

the case of low particle to gas mass flow ratios, small 

particles, and negligible gravity effects. The velocity 

distribution of the gas stream was assumed to be unchanged 

by the presence of the particles. His results may be sum

marized as follows: 

1. Constant exchange of solid particles between 

the regions near the wall and near the center 

of the pipe gives rise to a velocity of the 

solid particles that is higher than that of 

the fluid near the wall and lower than that 

of the fluid near the center of the pipeo 

2. The mass flow distribution of the solids in

creases from the wall to the center of the 

pipe .. 

3. The mass concentration of the solid particles 

decreases from the wall to the center of the 

pipe. 
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The empirical constants needed in the mathematical formula

tion were determined from data by Soo and Regalbuto (18) 

for air and glass bead flow in a horizontal pipe. The ana~ 

lytical correlation for the distributed mass flow of solid 

particles and the corresponding experimental results agreed 

satisfactorily. 

Hino (19) presented a mathematical study on turbulent 

flow with suspended particles. Two fundamental equations 

were derived which were the energy equation for flow with 

suspended particles, which considered all of the effects of 

suspended particles, and the acceleration balance equation 

of turbulent motion. Using these equations, general formu

las were derived for the changes in the characteristic 

turbulence quantities such as the Von Karman constant, the 

intensity of turbulence, the life time of eddies, and the 

diffusion coefficient. Reasonable agreement between the 

theory developed and experimental results was obtained. 

The results showed that for flow with suspensions of neu

trally buoyant particles the Von Karman constant, the decay 

time of turbulent eddies~ and the diffusion coefficient de

creased, and the intensity of turbulence increased as the 

volume concentration of the suspended particles increased~, 

For sediment laden streams, all of the above factors de

creased. No experimental data was available for sediment 

laden streams, however. Since the Von Karman constant was 

changed, the fluid velocity profile was affected. The pro

file was affected very little for low particle concentrations. 
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The intensity of turbulence for sediment laden streams de-' 

creased only slightly. This could be expected since the 

density and corresponding inertia of the partiGJes were 

large compared to the stream values .. 

In most practical applications of two-phase flow, the 

particle size distribution is not uniform. To account for 

this in any experimental correlation and analytical analy

sis, the particle size distribution must be knowno Although 

most of the studies to date have not considered this, 

Lebedev and Makirov (20) have developed a mathematical 

method that yields nomograms and which permits the determi

nation of the particle size distribution in suspensions, 

fogs, and clou.ds from only three measurements of the rela

tive intensity of light scattered at small angleso 

The frequent use of the standard incompressible wall 

friction factor curves for gas flow has been shown to be 

questionable by Chen (21)~ especially at high gas Mach rrum

be:rs. For gaseous flow in smooth tubes, the wall friction 

factor f is commonly accepted to be a function only of the 

tube Reynolds number Ret. However, he shows that an addi

tional dependency on the gas Mach number existso Basically, 

he shows that f can be greater or lower than the standard 

values~ depending on the gas Mach numbero His qualitative 

results are discussed more comple·tely ·on page 111 .. 

Many studies have been undertaken to find the effect 

of particles on the rates of heat ·transfer in gas-particle 

and liquid-particle systemso Generally 9 it has been shown 
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by several investigators that the rates of heat transfer 

can be increased by the addition of particles into a gase

ous or liquid stream flowing in vertical or horizontal 

tubes (22 thru 29)o The effect of the particles on the 

velocity and temperature profiles and particle-wall inter

actions became more important in controlling the rates of 

heat transfer as the particle diameter decreased and the 

particle to gas or particle to liquid mass flow ratio in

creasedo Since the rates of heat transfer were increased~ 

the effect of the particles was to flatten nhe temperature 

profileo 

Other important two-phase flow systems are gas-liquid 

and solid-liquid flow in constant and variable:area tubes 

and gas-particle flow. iri variabTe.; areas:o. Netzer (30): find. 

Smigielski (31) presented studies on the flow of gases and 

liquid droplets in converging, .~ndi comrergip.g-p:~vergingr 

nozzleso Their works concentrated on predicting the local 

liquid and gas velocities~ static pressure, and droplet 

diameter as a function of the axial distance along the noz

zleo Analytical and experimental results were comparedo 

The analysis of this type of flow is especially complicated 

because of the variance in droplet diameter due to evapora~ 

tion or condensation 1 distortion, and separation of the 

dropletso The distortion and separation of the droplets 

result from the relationship between the forces tending to 

accelerate or decelerate the droplets and the surface ten

sion binding forces of the dropletso 
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Karplus (32, 33) invest.igated the velocity of sound in 

a liquid containing gas bubbles and in a mixture of water 

and steamo For both types of flow, he showed that the 

velocity of sound decreased radically when steam or air 

bubbles were injected into water. The minimum in the speed 

of sound was, in each ease, lower than the speed of sound 

corresponding to either phase individually. A slow pres-

sure rise in the system generally caused a shock wave to be 

produced very rapidlyo Howeveri the shock waves were ex-

pected to be severely attenuated when passing thru the 
. ' ' 

mediumso 

Vogrin (34) reported on air and water flowing in a 

converging-diverging nozzle. The primary consideration was 

to determine the effects of accelerating the liquid phase 

by the gaseous phase. These effects were measured experi-

mentally in terms of the nozzle exit water velocity, exit 

gas-liquid slip ratio, and exit acceleration factor. An 

accurate gamma-ray attenuation technique was employed to 

measure the void fraction where the void fraction is de

fined as the ratio of the ·gas volume to the total mixture 

volume. 

Studies to evaluate the critical mass flow function 

for liquid-metal systems and superheated steam have been 

conducted by Fauske (35) and Murdock and Bauman (36)., 

respectively. Stepanoff (37) presented a paper concerned 

with the prediction of the performance (head, capacity, and 

efficiency) of centrifugal pumps handling solid-liquid 

mixtures. 
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Levy (38) gave an analytical study on the prediction 

of the pressure drop and density and velocity distributions 

in a vapor-liquid systemo He treated it as a continuous 

medium and applied it to the methods and.'assumii!~;s commonly 
' 

used in single-phase turbulent liquid flow. His results 

for horizontal pipe flow were: 

lo The ratio of the two-phase pressure drop to 

the total liquid pressure drop, greater than 

one, decreased as the ratio of the mean 

fluid density to the liquid density increased 

and the effect was more pronounced as the 

liquid Reynolds number increased where the 

Reynolds number was based on the total flow 

and the properties of the liquid. 

2o The velocity profiles were not as flat as in 

single-phase turbulent fluid flowo They were 

much more curved and became even more so as 

the mean fluid density was decreased, i.e., 

as the liquid flow rate was reducedo 

3o The density profiles indicated that as the 

mean fluid density decreased a larger fraction 

of available liquid located itself near the 

pipe wallo This effect was reduced for larger 

fluid Reynolds numbers. 

4. The ratio of the two-phase friction factor to 

that of the single-phase liquid friction 



factor, greater than one, decreased with in

creased mean fluid density and liquid Reynolds 

numbero 
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Recent attention has been given to gas-particle flow 

in a rocket .nozzle.. Hoglund (39) presented an excellent 

review on the recent advances in gas-particle nozzle flow. 

The primary considerations were the particle lag problem 

and the parameters and characteristics of multi-particleso 

Other studies were given by Travis (40) and Gilbert, 

Allport, Dunlap, Crowe, Wrenn, and Rogers (41) .~ In most of 

the investigations, the primary concern was to evaluate the 

effect of the particles on the thrust and efficiency of 

rocket nozzleso Glauz (42) presented a method by which the 

region at which the gas Mach number equalled one in a 

convergent-divergent nozzle could be accurately predicted. 

He shows that this region lies downstream of the throat of 

the nozzle. Soo (43) gave an important analytical paper on 

.· gas-particle flow in a · nozzle Q, Duct flow and normal shocks 

were also discussed. Other studies on normal shock waves in 

gas-particle flow were given by Kriebel (44) and Carrier 

(45). 

The effect of particles on the attenuation and prop~-. · 

gation of sound waves in a gas have been studied by Dobbins · 

and Temkin (46), Chu (47), Wood (48), Soo (49), Knudsen, 

Wilson, and Anderson (50), Epstein and Carhart (51), 

Bradfield (52), and Zink (53). B-riefly, it has been shown 

that the presence of particles in a gas reduces the speed 

",."; ··: 



of sound as the particle to gas weight ratio is increased. 

A minimum exists which is lower than the speed of sound in 

either the gas or the sol:id individually. A mixture :Mach 

number has not yet been defined for gas-particles systems 

in which the velocities of the gas and particles are not equal.. 

The attenuation of sound waves increases as the particle 

to gas weight ratio increases. However, the attenuation 

is also frequency dependent. For low frequency sound waves, 

the attenuation is less than for higher frequency waves be

cause the energy dissipated by friction is less for low 

frequency waves. At low frequencies where the suspended 

particles ean take part in the acoustic displacements of 

the gas, the relative motion between the gas and the par

ticles becomes small. The production of viscous waves 

becomes small and, consequently 9 so does the viscous atten

uation. At high frequencies, the particles become essen

tially fixed in space and ultimately increase the viscous 

attenuation compared to lower frequencies. Therefore, 

smaller particles reduce the attenuation. The speed of 

sound is also affected by frequency. For common gases such 

as air and oxygen, the speed of sound is decreased slightly 

as the frequency .increases. For a gas such as helium., the 

reduction is considerable. Chu and Parlange (54) developed 

a macroscopic theory on two-phase flow with mass .. momentum<) 

and energy exchange. The theory was applied to systems 

that depart slightly from local thermodynamic equilibrium. 

An example of wave propagation in a two-phase medium with 
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viscous and thermal relaxation was calculatedo 

The most difficult measurements in gas-particle flow 

are the properties of the particles~ especially the particle 

velocity VP. Three commonly used methods for measuring VP 

are: 

lo Direct measurement of VP. 

2. Calculation of VP from direct measurements of 

the mixture density Pm· 

Calculation of V from direct measurements of p 

the effective cross-sectional area of the 

particles AP or the void fraction av where av 

is defined as the ratio of the effective cross-

sectional area of the gas A divided by the g 

total cross-sectional area At. 

Several methods have been used or can be proposed for the 

measurements of·Vp, AP, av' or P-m which are: 

1. Gamma-ray attenuation for av (34). 

2. Interruption of the flow stream by a sound 

pulse for VP (15). 

3. Trapping a known volume of gas-particle mix-

5. 

6. 

ture for pm (11). 

Photographic techniques for AP or VP (62, 63). 

Buoyancy manometers for Pm (32). 

Gas-particle capacitance measurements for p 

or A. Scott (55) used this method for gas p 
0 

flow only. 

m 

7. Particle pitot tube for VP and the gas velocity 

vg (56). 



8. Transportation of particles through a· c.oil for 

Pm' VP, or AP. 

9. Particle effect on the index of refraction of 

the gas for Pm or AP. 

The use of any of the above methods is governed primarily 

by the cost, application, ease of operation, and the 

desired accuracy. 

Since experimental establishment of the magnitude of 

the drag and heat transfer coefficients for spheres has 

proceeded for many years, it might be expected that these 

values are known quite precisely. Most of the work that 

has been done involves single spheres moving at constant 

velocities in a turbulent free incompressible fluid of 

effectively infinite extent. The dependency of the drag 
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and heat transfer coefficients on deviations from the above 

restrictions has been difficult to determine. For multi-

particle flow in gaseous or fluid streams~ additional fac

tors are introduced such as particle-particle and particle

gas interactions and particle-boundary interactions if a 

flow boundary exists. 

Millikan (57) was one of the first investigators to· 

adequately describe the fall of a small spherical body in 
a gas. From his experimental and analytical results, and 

othersj the well-known standard drag curve of the particle 

drag coefficient as a function of the particle Reynolds 

number was established (78). Corrsin and Lumley (58) pre-

sented the total differential momentum equation for the 
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viscous unsteady motion of a sphere moving in a turbulent 

fluid. No solutions were given, however. 

Peskin (59) presented an excellent analytical study on 

the intensity of motion and the diffusivity of a single 

spherical particle suspended in an incompressible turbulent 

fluido The statistical behavior of particle motion was 

considered for an isolated particle subject to drag forces 

only and for the case in which other similar particles 

present in the field exerted pressure forces on the parti-

cleo Satisfactory experimental agreement was observedo 

His conclusions were: 

lo Dynamic friction, which is the tendency of 

many particles to decelerate one given 

particle~ was present in the system and had 

the effect of reducing the diffusivity of a 

particle. 

2. The intensity of particle motion~ was re

duced because of dynamic friction. 

3o The diffusivity of an isolated particle~ 

in a turbulent fluid was less than the eddy 

diffusivity of turbulence of the streamo 

4. For the combined diffusivity of an isolated 

particle and the interaction diffusivity, 

the slower and larger particles were affected 

by the particle-particle interactions while 

the faster particles behaved as if there were 

no other particles present (high dynamic 

friction). 
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5. For larger particles~ the diffusivity 

approached zero. 

Rubinow and Keller (60) solved the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for the motion of a fluid around a spinning sphere at 

low particle Reynolds numbers. The force and torque on the 

sphere were computed. It was found that in addition to the 

drag force determined by Stoke's theory, the sphere experi

ences a force FL orthogonal to its direction of motion and 

axis of spin. This, force was given by 

FL = nd3 p V w(l + Re )/6 where p g p p 

w is the angular velocity of the sphere and the other sym

bols are defined as in this study. For viscous fluid-

particle flow in a circular tube~ it was shown that the 

particles were not concentrated along the axis of the tube 

but at a radius of about one-half the radius of the tube. 

This was caused by particle spin and the transverse force 

resulting from the non-uniformity of the fluid velocity 

profile. 

Haberman (61) reported solutions for subsonic pot~n-

tial compressible flow past a sphere inside a circular .duct~ 

Results were given for the velocity and pressure distribu

tion on the surface of the sphere and the critical free 

stream Mach numbers at which the maximum local velocity 

reached the local speed of sound. 

Soo and co=workers (62~ 63) developed experimental and 

computational methods which allowed them to measure the 
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statistical properties of both the particles and the fluid 

for gas-particle flow in a horizontal square plexiglass 

test section. A tracer diffusion technique employing 

helium was used to determine the gas-phase turbulent motion 

and a photo-optical technique was used for the determina·

tion of the motion of the particles. The experiments 

showed that~ 

1. For a two-phase turbulent stream of the loading 

from 0.01 to 0.06 lbm of solid per lbm of air 

and particle size below 250 micron~ the stream 

turbulence is not significantly affected by 

the presence of the particles. 

2o The particle motion is non-isotropic, even 

where the stream motion is isotropic, mainly 

due to gravity and wall effects. 

3. The intensity of particle motion is greatly 

affected by the distribution of the stream 

intensity in the duct. 

4. The probability of a particle-stream encounter 

has a significant effect on the particle dif-

fusivity which, in the cases studied, is of 

the order of 10-2 of the eddy diffusivity of 

the stream. 

5. The particle Reynolds number is in all cases 

below 10, hence the Stoke's approximation of 

drag is a reasonable one. 

Soo and Tien (64) presented an analytical study on the 
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effect of a wall on gas-solid turbulent motiono Their con

clusions were: 

lo The intensity of motion of the solid particles 

is affected by the presence of the wall and 

the distribution of turbulent intensity of the 

stream near the wallo 

2. The intensity of motion of the solid particles 

can be significantly higher than the turbulence 

intensity of the main streamo 

3. The particle diffusivity is not significantly 

affected by the wall. 

4. The intensity of particle motion increases to

ward the wall. The scale of turbulence of par

ticle motion decreases towards the wall. 

5o The effect of the wall on the main stream is 

more predominant for low duct Reynolds numbers 

than for high Reynolds numbers. 

60 The intensity of motion of the stream increases 

toward the wall and reduces to zero at the wall. 

7. The spinning motion of the solid particles re

sulting from fluid velocity gradients induces a 

force (Magnus effect) which causes the solid 

particles to move away as they approach the wall. 

Electrostatic forces and inter-particle pressure forces 

were neglected in the analysis. 

Ranz 9 Talandis, Gutterman (65) investigated the me

chanics of particle bounce from a surface. They showed 
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that during particle bounce energy exchange can occur be

tween a particle and surface and between the translational 

and rotational energies of the particle. There is acer

tain probability that a particle striking at a low angle 

will bounce at a high angle~ and vice versa~ and be carried 

far out into the main stream. The lateral velocity of high 

angle bounce in a tube represents kinetic energy lost be

cause the particle must be reaccelerated axially. Thus, 

the particle bounce contributes to the general lagging of 

the particle behind the gas flow. 

Torobin and Gauvin (66) presented an important review 

on the characteristics of single and multi-particles in 

gas-particle flow. The review is in six parts, the first 

four of which are concerned with the mechanics of single 

particles in fluids free from turbulent motion. Part V. 

considers the effects of fluid turbulence on the particle 

drag coefficient. The results for a single fixed and sin

gle moving sphere showed that free stream turbulence tends 

to increase the drag coefficients and cause a regression of 

the critical point. The range of particle Reynolds number 

was from 1 to 1000. Part VI involves the review of 

studies on the multi-particle behavior in turbulent fluids. 

The following conclusions are noteworthy: 

1. Multi-particle drag coefficients are generally 

less than for single particles. 

2. Th-e conventional friction factor equations for 

solids free flow are not applicable to two-phase 



flow. Friction factors greater and lower than 

the standard single-phase values were observede 

3. The velocity profile and turbulence level of 

the stream can be significantly affected by the 

presence of particleso 

4. Electrostatic forces can be very significant in 

gas-particle systems and can cause large varia

tion in pressure drop data. 
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Kada and Hanratty (6?) employed the tracer diffusion 

technique to study the effect of solids on the fluid turbu

lence in a vertical solids-liquid system. They showed that 

the solids do not have a .large effect on the diffusion rate 

unless there is an appreciable slip velocity between the 

solids and the fluid and unless the solids concentration is 

high enough. 

Torobin and Gauvin (68, 69) developed an experimental 

installation for the quantitative measurement of the drag 

coefficient of single spheres moving with a turbulent fluid. 

A hot wire anemometer was used to measii;e the turbulence 

parameters of the .flui,d and a radiotracer technique was em

ployed for the determination of the particle velocity his

tory. Their results showed that the drag coefficient is a 

function of the particle Reynolds number and relative in

tensity but not of acceleration and relative macro and 

micro variations, 

Little mentioned thus far are the heat and mass trans

fer .from single and multi-particleso Although many studies 
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have been undertaken to find the heat transfer characteris

tics of particles, the correlations differ. Drake (70) 

proposed the following relationship as a form suitable for 

heat transfer data correlation for single spheres: 

where the variables are defined as in this study. No simi

lar relationship exists for multi-particleso Other studies 

on heat and mass transfer from spheres are given by Yuge 

(70), Pasternak and Gauvin (72), Johnson (73), Yen and 

Thodos (74), and Klyachke (75). 



CHAPTER III 

ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 

Analytical solutions in closed form for gas-particle 

flow have been rather limited because of the complexity of 

the governing differential equations and the uncertainty in 

predicting some of the effects of the particles on the gas

eous stream and the multi-particle characteristics. There

fore, the use of finite difference techniques, an IBM 1410 

computer, and many simplifying assumptions are utilized to 

solve the governing differential equations. As mentioned 

earlier, the analysis is concentrated on the critical 

length, as affected by the variables of the system, and the 

local and critical exit properties of the air and particles. 

In addition, the analysis is extended to include a discus

sion of choking and sub-critical flow. 

The basic simplifying assumptions used in this inves

tigation are: 

1. Steady, one-dimensional flow with tube wall 

friction. 

2. The particles do not interact or contribute 

to the pressure of the system. 

3. Constant area tube with no external heat 

transfer. 
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4. No particle radiation, only convection. 

5. The particle distribution is uniform over all 

cross-sections and mp= AV p. p p p 

6. The particles have a uniform temperature and 

size and are spherical. 

7. The gas is a perfect gas with constant specific 

heat cg~ viscosity µg' and thermal conductivity 

Kg. 

8. The particles have constant properties but the 

volume occupied by them is not negligible. 

9. Drag and gravity forces are the only forces 

acting on the particles. 

10. No external shaft or shear work. 

11. The gas is inviscid except for wall and particle 

frictional forces. 

12. The local acceleration of gravity is constant. 

13. The standard drag and heat transfer curves for 

single particles apply for multi-particles. 

14. The single-phase wall friction factor curves 

apply for gas-particle flow. 
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The thermodynamic system, co-ordinate system 9 and ele

mental control volume (Atdx), on which the governing dif

ferential equations are based, are shown below in Figure lo 

If the gas-particle flow proceeds to the critical condition, 

the critical length xmax equals the tube length xt' whereas 

for sub-critical flow the tube length xt is always less than 

the critical length. 
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r----...---......-- e-exi t 
: I (critical) 

e-exit 
(sub-critic al) 

Diameter 
of Tube dt 

Vertical 
Circular 
Tube -------1 .... 

Elemental 
Control 
Volume~~~~ ........ ~ 

Figure 1. Thermodynamic System 

The governing differential equations based on the 

above elemental control volume are derived as follows: 

Over-all Energy Equation 

For adiabatic, steady, one-dimensional flow with no 

external shaft or shear work, the energy equat_ion in 

differential form for the gas and particles yields: 

hg = Enthalpy of the gas= c T and g g 



hp= Enthalpy of the particles= c T. . pp 

Substituting these values into the energy equation, 

dividing by mg and cg'j and rearranging gives: 

m 

-~+i!) ·-
(1) 

Continuity Equation 

It was assumed on page 32 that mp= APVPpP for the 

particles. To justify this assumption, consider the 

elemental control volume in Figure 1 and the follow-

ing assumptions: 

1. Particles are spheres with a uniform 

diameter dp. 

2. Particles are uniformly distributed 

over the length dx and across the 

cross-sectional area of the tube At• 

3. The particle diameter dp is small 

compared to dx and the velocities of the 

gas aind particles are uniform across. Ate

Therefore, the number of particles at any given instant 

along the length dx of the elemental control volume 

would be 

N (particles)= mp(mtiamses) 1 (particle) dt ( time~,· 
~length) y mass dx length/ 0 

Then, the volume occupied by the particles would be 



6Vp = A dx where A is the effective cross-sectional p . p 

area occupied by the particleso The above equation 

becomes 

N 
-1L 
dxA p 

N 
= __J?_ = 

!}. v 
.p 

~-1-
m' A V p pp 

0 
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Nm' 
Noting that the density of the particles is pp = di.AP , 

p 

there results 

Nm' m 
=ra-2=rl-p p p 

mp=AVp. p p p 

, or 

Now, for an ideal gas (one dimensional) 

AV P = ·g g g 
R T O 

g g 

In logarithmic form, this equation becomes 

Since mg and Rg are constant, differentiating the 

above equation gives 

For the particles 9 this same analysis would give for 

p = constant p 
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lnm = lnAP + lnVP + lnR and p p 

dA dVP r = . 
VP p. 

Since the total cross-sectional area of the tube equals . 

the sum of the effective cross-sectional areas of 

the gas and particles, there results for At= AP+ Ag= 

constant 

dA. 
Eliminating~ from the continuity equation for the 

. g 
m 

gas and substituting A = r- yields 
p PPP 

or upon integrating 

Constanto 

(2) 

(3) 

AV p 
Thus, the factor ( 1 - t m; P) accounts for the volume 

occupied by the particles. 

Over-all Momentum Equation 

For steady one-dimensional flow considering only 



pressure, wall friction, and gravity forces the 

momentum equation in differential form for'gas

particle flow gives: 
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1:F x = [P -(P +dP)]At--rdA -L(p6V +pt,,.V) g g g w w gc p p g-- g 

m + m"' = _Q· [(V + dV ) - V J -Cl [ (Vg + dVg) - Vg] 
gc P P P gc 

where 

. . fP gV2 gAtdx 
= Wall friction forces= 2 RT d (79), 

gc g gt 

6Vp = Elemental particle volume, 

AVg = Elemental gas volume, 

PpAVP = Elemental particle mass = 
mpdx 

and 
v ' p 

Pg6Vg = Elemental mass of gas = 
mgdx 

vg 

Therefore, the momentum equation becomes 

where 

mp ~ 
= At ( l - A V p ) R T 

t pp g g 
0 

Substituting the continuity Equation (2) and the abovi 

equation form into the momentum equation yields 
g 



Cancelling AtPg and rearranging the above equation, 

there results 
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, dV b I dV l dT g 
- !L __I2. + - _g_ - + c' = O where (4-) 

VP dx V g dx Tg dx 

[ 1· 
a' = c· AtV 

1- p 
m p 

c I [ fV2 g c ~ ) gV g 
= - 2g R T d - l - A V p g R T c g g t t p p c g g 

Cmmv + v1)]. 
g p g 

Particle Momentum Eguation 

For one-dimensional flow considering only drag and 

gravity forces, the momentum equation in differential 

form for each particle yields: 

where 



n:d2 
Apf -· Frontal area of particle = T 

ppn:d'p 
m ~ = 1'1ass of particle = - 6 -

Fp ~ Viscous and form drag forces acting on 

the particle, and 

Particle drag coefficient 
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Substituting the above values into.the particle momen-

tum equation results in 

3Cdp (V - V )2 
g g p - g. 
4p d p p 

(5) 

Particle Energy Eguatiog 

For one-dimensional flow considering only particle 

internal energy and convection heat transfer, the 

energy equation in differential form for each parti-

cle gives: 

Let 

dUP 
dt 

dU 
- -V --12. pdx. where 

UP= Internal energy of particle= cPTP. 

h = Heat transfer coefficient of particle, p 

A = Surface area of particle = nd2p, ps 
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Nup = Nusselt number of particle 
h d . 

=~'and 
g 

Q,c 
iii7'"" = Specific. convection heat transfer 

p 

Substituting the above values into the particle energy 

equation gives 

dT 
v~ 

:ig dx 
(T - T ) • g p 

To non-dimensionalize the above equations, the 

following parameters are used (See Table of 

Nomenclature): 

The subscript 1 refers to arbitrary reference 

(6) 



conditionso Since the properties of the gas and 

particles 9 cg, µg~ Kg' and cp~ were assumed con

.stant9 the corresponding reference values~ c 1 ~ g. 
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µgl 9 Kgl 9 and cpl~ were equated to them~ respectivelyo 
0 0 0 O Thus, c = c = µ = K = 1. In addition~ the refer-g p g g 

ence temperature, Tgl 9 and pressure 9 Pgl' were as-

sumed equal to the inlet temperature~ Tgi~ and 

pressure~ Pgi· 11 of the gas. Thus~ T0 . = po . = 1. g1 g1 
Some of the above parameters were first suggested by 

Soo (43). Equations (1) thru (6) in non-dimensional 

form become: 

Over-all Energy Equation 

d [ ( T0 + v02 ) + x ( .AT0 + v02 ) J == -( 1 + X) Bdx o. ( 7) g g p p 

Continuity Equation 

.Assuming that the effective cross-sectional area of 

the gas referred to reference conditions is based on 

the same mass flow rate of the gas 

_and the continuity equation becomes 

a.pO 

~= 
g 

or (8) 
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povo ~ovo 
g g __!2. ) TO vo xc - 1 = G = Constant (Integrated). (9) 
g p 

Over-all Momentum Eguation 

dVo dVO dT0 
~ --12. + l ___g _L ___g + c = 0 (10) - Vv dxO VO dxO - TO dxO p g g 

where 

[ 1 c xc ) vo vo J 
a = AoVO + 1 - 'JPv"S: XZ T1b g ' 

(1-T) p g 

Particle Momentum Eguation 

Particle Energy Equation 

B 
2vo • p 

dTo 60DNu . 
___..l2. p ( 0 0) 4:iO' = ARe Pr yo T g - T p • . . . pl gl p 

(11) 

(12) 

In addition to the above governing differential equa

tions~ other equations are needed. The required equations 

in non-dimensional form are: 
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Mixture Enthalpy 

AX(TO - To . ) + (TO - TO . ) 
h0 = ho . + P { 1 g gi where 

m m1 . 1 + X) (13) 

and the inlet mixture enthalpy is based on the same 

standard temperature and pressure for all solutions. 

Mixture Entropy 

where 

so = so . + 
m mi 

. To 
AXln ~ + 

pi 

To po . 2 
ln __g - z ln __g TO • po . gi gi 

(14) 

(1 + X) 

and the inlet mixture entropy is based on the same 

standard temperature and pressure for all solutions. 

Area Ratio 

(15) 

Mixture Mass Flow per Unit Area 

(16) 
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Mach Number of Gas 

where cgs = Speed of sound in an ideal gas = 'Vyg,.R T • 
~ g g 

Therefore~ 

Particle Reynolds Number 

d (V - V '\ p Vo yo po Re -
p g p,. g = (1 - ~) g . § pl. Re 

p = 
µggc V g T g 

Tube Reynolds Number 

Particle Drag Coefficient 

DRe 1Vo P() 
p g g 
TO O 

g 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

It was assumed earlier that the standard drag curve for 

single :particles apply for mul ti,-:particles. From Ref

erence (78)~ the standard ~rag curve was approximated 

by four straight lines which can be shown to be: 

Cd 
24- 0.1 < Re < 1 (20) = Re p p 

24 1.0 < Re < 10 = (Re )0•7.5 - p 
p 



Particle Nusselt Number 

10 < Re < 1000 - p 

1000 < Re < 100,000 - p 
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It was assumed earlier that the standard heat transfer 

curves for single particles apply for multi-particleso 

From Drake (70) the relationship suggested is 

Nu = 2 + 0.459(Re )o.55(Pr )o.33 where (21) 
p p g 

Prg = Prgl" since the properties of the gas were 

assumed constant and equal to the values at the refer-

ence conditions. 

Wall Friction Factor 

It was assumed earlier that the single-phase wall 

friction factor curves apply for gas-particle flow. 

From Reference (79), the equations given are 

Ret < 100.,000 (22) 

Ret > 100,000 

where the second equation is a simplified approxima

tion to the one given. 

Since the simultaneous solution of Equations (7)., (10) 9 

(11), and (12) in closed form for the dependent variables 
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v0g, V~ ~ T0g, and T~ as functions of the independent variable 

local tube position x 0 is beyond mathematical treatment., a 

finite difference technique and an IBM 1410 computer were 

used to obtain the required solutionso Several finite dif-

ference techniques for solving ordinary differential equa

tions exist~ but the one chosen for its simplicity and 

accuracy was that proposed by Runge and Kutta (76~ 77) 

about 1895 (see Appendix A)o 

Once the above four variables are calculated at any 

o . o o o Ao /A position x , the remaining variables P , h 9 s 9 ~ m t., g m m m 

M., Re <J Ret 9 Cd' Nu j and fare calculated at x0 from g p p 

Equations (9), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19), 

(20), (21), and (22) 9 respectively. The above variables at 

x 0 are then used to determine the same variables at the 

next elemental position x0 + dx0• 

To begin the computer solution at the inlet of the 

tube where x~ = O, the knowledge of the following starting 

conditions and parameters is required: 
0 0 0 0 0 A, B , C , D, Repl , Prgl , V . 9 V . 9 T . , T . , P . , Z 9 gi pl gi pl gi 

and X. 

In each case., the solution was continued at each successive 
0 interval until the critical length x max was reached. The 

accuracy of the Runge~~Kutta methoa depends on the interval 

of integration dx0 • In general~ the smaller the increment 

dx0 the better the accuracy. Therefore~ the smallest pos-

sible intervals were used for the subsonic and supersonic 

solutions that yielded reliable results and that did not 
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require excessive computer time. Large intervals were used 

at first and then decreased until the results did not vary 

significantly. In order for the subsonic and supersonic 

solutions to have any relative meaning, the inlet stagna

tion enthalpies and the mass flow rates of the gas and par

ticles were assumed equal. Appropriate equations were 

derived to determine the supersonic inlet conditions nee-

essary to satisfy the assumptions. 

In single-phase flow the critical length is reached 

when all of the derivatives of the gas properties with re

spect to the tube position x0 become infinite (1). This 

was also observed for the two-phase flow. Thus, the pro

gram termination point involved finite difference integra

tion along curves whose slopes approached infinity. To 

accurately predict the critical length and the correspond

ing exit properties, a backup routine was used that would 

decrease the size of the integration interval dx0 greatly 

just before the critical length x0 was reachedo To in-max 
sure proper program termination~ seven tests were used that 

indicated when the critical length was reachedo They are: 

1. Sign change of the denominator of .the equa-
dV0 . 

tion for~ (see Appendix A). 

2. Disorder of the denominator of the equation 
dVo 

for dx0f!:. 

3. Disorder of the Mach number of the gas Mg. 

Failure of T0 to be greater than O. p 



Failure of 

Failure of 

T0 t" g u 

pO to 
g . 

7. ·Entropy maximum. 

be greater than Oo 

be greater than O. 

See Appendix A for the computer program corresponding to 

the above analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The governing physical equations for gas-particle flow 

thru a vertical constant area tube were presented in Chapter 

III. Since finite difference techniques were employed for 

their solutions~ each computer solution was obtained for a 

given set of governing variables of the system and starting 

conditions cg, cp' Kg' µg' dt' dp' Vpi' Vgi' Tpi' Tgi' Pgi' 

g 9 y, Pp~ mp' and mg. From these quantities and the refer

ence conditions the di.mensionless parameters and starting 

conditions given on page 46 were formulated. 

Presentation of Results 

To study the effect of the above quantities on the 

critic al length, two sets of data were considered. The 

first set, or particle mass variation data set, was based 

on varying only the particle to air mass flow ratio Xo The 

solutions were obtained for air and spherical glass parti-

cles flowing in a vertical constant area circular tube. 

The conditions at the inlet of the tube were maintained 

constant and the particle to air mass flow ratio varied 

from 0.001 to 30.0. The average particle diameter was 

0.0185 inch and the inside diameter of the tube was 0.5 

49 
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inch. The second set, or :QEOperty variation data set~ was 

based on varying individually each of the governing vari

ables and starting conditions given on the previous page 

(excluding mg and mp). The reason for choosing this meth

od, rather than individually changing the non-dimensional 

parameters given on page 46, is that the effects on the 

critical length are easier to explain as will be seen 

later. However~ the discussion will be extended to evalu

ate the general effects of the non-dimensional parameters 

on the critical length. The solutions for the property 

variation data set were obtained for only one value of 

particle to air mass flow ratio of X = 10. Typical start-

ing conditions and governing variables were chosen which 

closely approximated those values encountered in the experi

mental results presented later. See Appendix A for values 

of the starting conditions, governing variables, computer 

input data~ and the computer program. 

The results for the particle mass variation data set 

for subsonic and supersonic flow are shown in Figures 2 and 

3, respectively. In each of the curves, the independent 

variable x0 is the abscissa while the dependent variables 

v0 v0 T0 To p 0 and M are the ordinates. Several g' p' g~ p" g9 g 
curves are shown, each one corresponding to a different 

particle to air mass flow ratio X. The mixture enthalpy 

ho - entropy s 0 diagram is shown in Figure 4 for subsonic m m 
and supersonic flow and various values of X. Lastly~ the 

effects of the particle to air mass flow ratio on the 
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critical length aI·e shown more clearly i.n Figure 5 for both 

low and high inlet particle slip where the particle slip S 
p 

is defined as the ratio of the particle velocity to that of 

the air or at the inlet of the tube 

vo' 
S ,,..,fil, . -
pl yO . 

gi 

The results for the property variation data set for 

subsonic and supersonic flow are shown in Table Io The 

subsonic and supersonic; critical lengths corresponding to 

each individual change in starting condition and variable 

of the system are listed. For comparative purposes, the 

critical lengths corresponding to the particle mass varia-

tion data set at the same value of particle to air mass 

flow ratio of X"" 10 are included. In add:i tion, the effects 

of varying the multi-particle drag coefficient Cd are shown 

graphically in Figure 5 for both low and high S •o 
p1. 

Discussion of Results 

The subsonic curves shown in Figure 2 (pages 51-53) 

for air velocity v0g ~ temperature T0g ~ pressure P 0g 'j and l"Iach 

number l"Ig are similar in shape and characteristics to those 

for single-phase gaseous flow (X '"" 0.001). As the particle 

to air mass flow ratio increases 9 the critical length de-

creases. It is interesting to note that the exit proper

ties of the air v0ge ~ :I10ge ~ P 0ge 9 and l"Ige do not change 
0 significantly., especially P ge and l"Ige which are essentially 
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TABLE I 

EFFECT OF PROPERTY VARIATIONS ON 
THE CRITICAL LENGTH 

X::: 10 

Critical Length= 0 

Property x max 
Variation Subsonic Supersonic 

Data Set 1 35906 100.0 

c -Increased 358.8 .37-7 p 

c (same M . ) 100.5 p g:t 

K -Increased 354.7 165 .. 0 g 

c -Increased 622.1 42.6 
g 

µ -Increased 
g 331.5 69.0 

dt-Decreased 401.8 44.5 

d -Decreased 90.3 882.0 
p 

v .-Decreased 215.1 33.8 p::t. 

v . (same M . ) 50.6 pi g:i. 

v .-Increased 277.3 144.5 
g:i. 

T .-Increased 279.5 83.5 pi 

T . (same M . ) 98.0 
p:i.. gi 

T .-Increased 889.,5 59.0 g:i 
p .-Increased 328.4 222 •. 5 

g1, 

g (g==O) 363.8 100+ 

Y-Increased 611.5 25.5 

P -Increased 431.8 52.0 p 
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constant. Therefore~ the limiting exit Mach number is gov-

erned by the air only and equals one as in the case of sin-

gle-phase flow. Of course 9 as the critic al length decreases~ 

the changes in particle velocity V~ and temperature T~ are 

less because less distance is available for particle accel-

eration and particle to air heat transfer. 

The supersonic curves shown in Figure 3 (pages 54-56) 

for air velocity v0g ~ temperature T0 ~ pressure P0 ~ and Mach g g 

number Mg are similar in shape and characteristics to those 

corresponding to single-phase gaseous flow only for low 

values of particle to air mass flow ratio X (below X = l ~ 

approximately) or for tube diameter ratios up to x 0 = 25. 

The exit properties of the air v0 , T0 , and P0 are not ge ge ge 

constant, but increase and then decrease as the particle to 

air mass flow ratio Xis increased. Surprisingly enough, 

though, the exit Mach number of the air is constant and 

equals one as in the case of single-phase fl.ow and subsonic 

two-phase flow. The 
dV0 dT 0 dP 0 
_ ...... g...._e ge ge a.,..,d ' ' ~ .,_,. 
dx0 dx0 dx0 

exit s:Lopes of the air properties 

dl'1 e 
--~ do not appear to be infinite 9 

dx0 

but according to the corresponding computer solutions they 

approach infinity 9 as in subsonic f1ow 9 very near the exit 

of the tube (not noticeable on graphs). The changes in 

particle veloc:ity v0 and temperature T0 are greater as the p p 

critical length i.ncreases because a greater distance is 

available for particle deceleration and air to particle 

heat transfero An important conclusion for supersonic flow 



is that the effect of the particles is to increase the 

critical length which means that the transportation of a 

gas-particle mixture over long distances at supersonic 

speeds is a possibility~ an impossible situation for 

single-phase gaseous flow. In this manner, solid and 

gaseous fuels~ such as coal particles and natural gas 9 

could be transported. As shown later this possibility 

exists for horizontal flow also. 

It is seen from Figure 4 (pages 57 and 58) that the 
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curves of mixture enthalpy versus entropy have discontinu

ous exit values for all values of particle to air mass flow . . 

ratio X except for the single-phase flow where X = 0.001 ~ O. 

The inlet and exit values for subsonic flow and supersonic 

flow up to X = 10 lie on different intersecting lines. The 

exit values for supersonic flow and X greater than 10 lie 

on a curved line that approaches the exit enthalpy-entropy 

for single-phase flow. Generally~ as the critical length 

decreases the changes in entropy and enthalpy are less 

tending to cause the subsonic curve to approach a point. 

The same would be true if the critical length decreased for 

supersonic flow. However, for supersonic flow~ the changes 

in the mixtu.re enthalpy and entropy are greater because the 

critical length increases. It appears that a limiting exit 

value could exist~ however. This could mean that the in-

crease in critical length is limited to some upper maximum 

which would be similar to the lower minimum of zero for 

subsonic flow. 
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Figure 5 (page 60) shows more clearly the effect of 

the particles on the critical length to be important only 

for values of the particle to air mass flow ratio X greater 

than oneo It is interesting to note that.for supersonic. 

flow and low inlet particle slip .spi = O~ 9 the eri tical ·. 

length is decreased while the· results for high inlet parti

cle slip Spi = 0 o 6 indicate that the supersonic critic al 

length can be decreased if the inlet particle· slip Sp! is 

high enough. This effect and that of reducing the particle 

drag coefficient are explained later. 

To get an insight into the reasons for the subsonic 

and supersonic critical length characteristics given above, 

consider single-phase gaseous Fanno flow and Rayleigh flow 

j_n as constant area tube ( 1) .,, Exact one-dimensional Fanno 

theory shows that wall friction tends to increase the sub

sonic Mach number by expanding the gas and tends to decrease 

the supersonic Mach number by compressing the gas both to a 

limiting exit.Mach number equal to one at the critical 

length. Exact one-dimensional Rayleigh flow shows that 

heat addition tends to increase the subsonic Mach number by 

expanding the gas and tends to decrease the supersonic Mach 

number by compressing the gas both to a limiting exit Mach 

number equal to one at the critical lengtho Therefore, the 

effect of wall friction and heat addition are equivalent in 

governing the critical length. In both cases, an increase 

in the inlet Mach number tends to decrease the subsonic 

critical length and increase the supersonic critical lengtbo 
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For a given inlet Mach number, the critical length is gov

erned entirely by the amount of wall friction in adiabatic 

Fanno flow and the rate of heat transfer in frictionless 

Rayleigh flowo In addition 9 the inlet Mach number governs 

entirely the ratios of the inlet properties of the gas to 

those existing at the critical condition. The ratios are 

not affected by wall friction or rate of heat transfer in 

Fanno or Rayleigh flow~ respectively. 

Then, consider the influenc.e of the particles' on 

the gas. The addition of particles to a gaseous stream 

tends to affect the momentum transition of the gas and the 

rate of heat transfer to or from the gas by acting as ex-

ternal forces on the gas and as heat sources or sinks to 

the gas~ respectively. Although the entire flow process 

was assumed adiabatic~ the individual gas-particles proc

esses are not. The air pressure drop over an individual 

particle~ which is referred to as particle pressure drop, 

resulting from viscous and form drag forces can be defined 

as the particle drag force Fp divided by the total cross

sectional area of the tube Ato The individual particle 

pressure drop multiplied by the number of particles passing 

a given location per unit time N and divided by the parti

cle velocity VP gives the total particle pressure drop per 

unit length of tube as 

F N 
:: rl-· 

t p 
(23) 



This may be put in terms of the particle drag coefficient 

Cd where Cd is given by 

Thus~ 6PP can be expressed by 

F p 0 
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... 2 ~f(V~-VR)2pg 
l\P p at/ p gc 

(24) 

Hariu and Molstad (11) presented a similar equation for 6P e 
p 

Therefore~ for subsonic flow where the particles are 

generally moving slower than the air., the fore es of the par-

ticles on the air act in the same direction as wa.11 fricti.on 

forces. Thus 9 6PP represents an air pressure drop in addi

tion to the pressure drop produced by wall friction which 

tends to promote a more rapid transition to the critical 

conditions by effectively increasing wall friction. Also, 

since the temperature of the particles is generally higher 

than that of the air 9 the heat transfer is from the 

particles to the air. According to Rayleigh flow, the 

transition to critical conditions is thereby induced more 

rapidly4 Therefore, both effects tend to reduce the criti= 

cal length as the particle to air mass flow ratio Xis in= 

creased because the particle pressure drop and rate of heat 

transfer from the particles to the air are increased since 

more particles are present in the systemo 
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It is not as simple to explain the behavior for super

sonic flow because as seen from Figure 5 (page 60) ~ the cri-

tical length may be increased or decreased, depending on the in

let particle slip S .• Consider the air velocity curves pi 

v0gversus x0 shown in Figure 2 (pages 51-53). At first the 

particles are going slower than the air but after a few 

tube diameters the air compresses sufficiently so that the 

particles are eventually traveling faster than the airo In 

this region where VP< V g ~ the forces of the particles on 

the air act in the same direction as wall friction forceso 

As in subsonic flow, this has the same effect as increasing 

wall friction but, however, ~Pp represents a pressure in

crease in addition to the pressure increase caused by wall 

friction for supersonic flowo Consequently, the critical 

length tends to decrease in this region as Xis increased. 

However, when V > V the fore es of the particles on the air p g 

act in the opposite direction as the wall friction forces 

which tends to reduce the effect of wall friction because 

~PP represents a pressure decrease. The combined effects 

of the particle pressure drop and the air pressure increase 

resulting from wall friction forces yields a lower total 

air pressure increase which tends to retard the transition 

to critical conditions and increase the critical lengtho 

- The effect of low. iriiet part~el:e slip Spi = 0 .. 9 on the 

cri ti.cal length when V p < V g is insignificant and the pre

dominating effect occurs when VP> V g which tends to increase 

the critical length as explained aboveo However, for high 
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inlet particle slip Spi "" 0 o 6, the air compresses so much 

that by the time the particles are going faster than the air 

the transition to critical conditions occurs shortly after

wardso The predominating effect occurs when V <v which 
. p g 

tends to reduce the crittcal lengtho Of course, shock waves 

would be produced over the particles if Spi and.the Mach 

number of the air relative to the particles were high enough 

(effect of shock waves neglected in the analysis)o As for 

subsonic flow 9 the effect of the particles on x~ax for both 

low and high Spi becomes more pronounced as the particle to 

air mass flow ratio Xis increasedo Also, since the tempera-

ture of the particles is generally less than that of the air 9 

the heat transfer is from the air to the :garticles. 

According to Rayleigh theory, the heat rejection from the 

air would tend to increase the critical length by retarding 

the transition to critical conditions since heat rejection 

tends to increase the Mach number of the airo This effect 

cannot be noticed for the high inlet particle slip Spi be

cause the particle forces in the region where V < V domi-p g 

nate and promote rapid transition to critical conditions& 

For low sp1,. both effects of particle forces and heat trans

fer in the region where VP> V g tend to increase the criti

cal lengtho 

The above results for critical gas-particle flow may 

now be applied to a discussion of choking and sub-critical 

conditions in gas-particle systemso As mentioned before, 

choking occurs when the velocit1 of the gas is in~ufficient 
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to support any particles and the particles fill the tube 

and causes both the flow of gas and particles to cease. A 

similar condition can occur in horizontal flow as well. 

Stratification~ or fallout of particles from the gas stream~ 

is succeeded by choking in horizontal flow. The gas veloc

ity at which choking occurs is essen·tially equal to the 

terminal velocity of the particles Vpt for both horizontal 

and vertical flow (10). Sub-critical conditions occur when 

the length of the tube x~ is less than the critical le~gth 

x~ax while critic al conditions indicate that x\ = x~ax· It 

is impossible for x 0t to be greater than x~axo 

Consider a vertical tube of fixed length x~ in which 

gas and particles flow at supersonic or subsonic conditions. 

Assume that the only inlet quantity to be varied is the 

velocity of the gas and that the back pressure is always 

maintained equal to the pressure at the exit of the tube. 

In supersonic flow 9 if the back pressure is higher than the 

pressure at the exit of the tube~ a shock wave is produced 

in the tube which can cause the t~.fbe to operate partly or 

wholly subsonically and choking to occur. 

First, consider critical conditions in supersonic flowo 

The addition of more particles into the gas-particle stream 

tends to increase the critical length for low particle slip 

S . • To maintain cri t:ical conditions, the inlet veloc:i ty 
pl. 

of the gas must decrease~ i.e.~ the inlet Mach number of 

the gas must decrease. According to Fanno theory the 

critical length decreases. The increase in critical length 
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must equal to the decrease so that the tube length x°tequals 

the critical length x 0 • As the particle to air mass flow max 
ratio Xis increased further the inlet Mach number of the 

gas would have to decrease further and approach one to 

maintain critical conditions. At some inlet Mach number 

of the gas Mgi greater than one a further increase in X 

would probably result in a shock wave causing subsonic flow 

to exist either partly or entirely in the tube. After the 

transition to subsonic flow is established critical or sub-

critical unchoked conditions may be present or choking may 

occur if the transition causes the velocity of the gas to 

be reduced sufficiently so that particles cannot be sup-

ported. If choking does not occur, continual increases in 

X will eventually cause choking to occur as shown below for 

subsonic flow. The value of the particle to gas mass flow 

ratio Xe at which choking occurs is the maximum. However, 

the maximum particle mass flow does not occur at choking 

but at a value of X somewhere between the value correspond-

ing to the initial conditions and Xe. If the inlet Mach 

number of the gas were not decreased, the transition to 

subsonic flow would not occur because the critical length 

x:ax would be greater than the length of the tube x0t ~ i. e o , 

sub-critical conditions would result. 

For high particle sli.p Spi the supersonic cri tica1 

length decreases as Xis increased as shown before. In 

this case~ the transition to subsonic flow would occur 

whether the inlet Mach number of the gas were decreased or 
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held constant since x<~ax would be less than x~; ~ an impossi

ble situationo The only way to ma:lntain critical c,ondi tions 

would be to increase the inlet Mach number of the gas~ among 

other things~ which would tend to offset the decrease in 

x~iax as X is increa.sed" Howeve:;i.: ~ as Mgi a.p:p:i::oac;J·.Les, .in-

f:i.:ni ty the cri tiiea.1 length a.pproaches a fin:Lt;,i~ uppEir lim::Lt •. 

If the inlet Mach number were ·very high and critical condi-

t:ions were present, a further irn~rease i.n X would cause 

· transi ti.on to subsonic flow since x0rr.a would be less than 
1 X 

x 0t o Sub-critical conditions would occur if X were main-

tained constant and l'1" increasedo The above discussion g.1 

would also apply to supersonic flow that is initially sub-

criticalo 

When the gas-,particle flow is initially subsonic, 

choking will eventually occur as the particle to gas mass 

flow ratio Xis increased. If the flow is initially criti-

cal~ the addition o.f more particles tends to reduce the 

critical length. To maintain critical conditions, the in-

let l"lach number of the gas must decrease 9 which tends to 
0 0 increase the critical length so that x .c. = x · ~ In this 

i, max 

case~ Mgi cannot remain constant as X is increased ·because 

x 0 would be less than x 0t· 'J an impossible situation. As X max . 
is continually increased Mgi continues to decrease until 

choking occurso If the flow is initially sub-critical, 

and M. maintained constant~ an increase in X would reduce g1 
the critical length and critical conditions would be ap-

proached cx:ax =& x 0t) resulting in eventual choking as shown 
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above. Of course<; if M. is increased, the critical condigi 

tion is reached more rapidly. If it is decreasedj the flow 

becomes even more sub-critical and choking occurs at a 

lower value of Xe than when M. is increased or maintained gi 
constant. 

The above discussion on choking and sub-critical flow 

is restricted to constant i.nlet conditions, except for the 

inlet velocity and Mach number of the gas~ and a variable 

back pressure which is adjusted to equal the pressure at 

the exit of the tube. In actual practice neither condition 

is easy to satisfy. Generally, the compressor supplying 

the gas to the flow passageway has variable characteristics 

and, in many cases, the gas-particle flow is discharged 

into an area or device in which the pressure is constant 

and cannot be varied. Thus, to analyze such a system would 

be a difficult task. However, it is important to note that 

the concepts on choking and sub-critical conditions asap

plied to critical conditions are qualitatively correct for 

any gas-particle system. 

Up to this point, the primary consideration has been 

the effect of the particle to air mass flow ratio X on the 

critical length. To evaluate the effect of the starting 

conditions and other variables of the system, the property 

variation data set was considered. The results are shown 

in Table I (page 61). To evaluate the significance of 

changing each of the above factors individually on the 

critical lengthj the concepts of particle pressure drop and 
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air-particle heat transfer rates discussed earlier are 

utilized. 

Specific heat of the particles c . The specific heat 
p 

was increased from Oo2 to Oo4 Btu/lb 0 R. As noticed from 
m 

Table I for subsonic flow, the critical length is decreased 

slightly ( 359. 6-+ 358 .8) because the rate of heat transfer 

from the particles to the air is increased slightly. The 

temperature drop of the particles per unit length of tube 

is less for the higher cp. Consequently, the local differ

ences in the temperatures of the particles and the air are 

greater which tends to increase the particle to air convec-

tion heat transfer rate. For temperature equilibrium 

(T ~ T) to exist~ c would have to be reduced greatly. 
g p p 

For supersonic flowj two critical lengths are given. The 

first one corresponds to an inlet Mach number of the gas 

that is lower than the inlet Mach number for the smaller 

cp. This was caused by the method used to calculate the 

supersonic inlet static temperature and pressure of the air 

such that the subsonic and supersonic inlet stagnation en

thalpies and mixture mass flow rates would be equal. To 

give a better comparison, the second critical length is 

based on the same inlet Mach number and mixture mass flow 

rate but a different inlet stagnation enthalpy. As noted~ 

the critical length increases slightly (100 ... 10005) because 

the rate of heat transfer from the air to the particles is 

larger. The reasons for the increased heat transfer rate 

are similar to those given above for subsonic flow. 
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Specific heat of the air co The specific heat was 

increased from 0.24 to 00343 Btu/lb 0 R. Since the specific m 
heat is given by cg= 'YRg/( Y- 1.) for an ideal gas~ it was 

assumed that Rg increased while Y remained constant. The 

subsonic critical length increases greatly ( 359 _., 622) even 

though the wall friction factor increases. Several factors 

account for the increase such as a decreased inlet Mach 

number of the gas 9 reduced particle to air heat transfer 

rates~ and reduced particle pressure drop per unit length. 

For supersonic flow 9 the critical length is decreased sig-

nificantly (100 ..... 42) primarily because of a reduced inlet 

Mach number~ a greater wall friction factor, and a smaller 

air to particle heat transfer rate. 

Thermal conductivity of the air Kg. The thermal con

ductivity was increased from 0.015 to 0.030 Btu/hr°F ft. 

The subsonic critical length is decreased slightly ( 359 ~ 

354) because the heat transfer rate from the particles to 

the air is greater. The energy conducted from the surface 

of the particles is greater for the larger thermal conduc

tivity. The supersonic critic al length is increased ( 100 _, 

165) because the rate of heat transfer conducted from the 

air to the surface of the particles is greater. 

Viscosity of the airµ. The viscosity was increased 

from 3.76 x 10-7 to 7.,52 x 1Cf~7 lbfsec./ft. 2 • The subsonic 

critical length decreases ( 359 "'° 331) primarily because the 

wall friction factor increases but the effect is reduced 

somewhat because of the smaller rate of heat transfer from 
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the particles to the air. The supersonic critical length 

is reduced ( 100 ~ 69) principally because the wall friction 

factor f is greater and the rate of heat transfer from the 

air to the particles is smaller. 

Diameter of tube dt. The diameter was decreased from 

0.5 to 0.25 inch. The subsonic critical length is increased 

( 359 ~ 401) even though f increases. To explain this 9 con= 

sider first the ratio of the mass flow of air for the small 

tube rugs to that for the larger tube mgl" Since the mix= 

ture mass flow per unit area mm/At is the same for both 

sizes of tube as seen from Eq_uation 16 'i! 

~g~ A dt;s 
2 

ts 1 
'·~"' 

Atl 
-, --z "" i;l. 0 

mgl dtl ,., 

It can also be shown that the ratio of the effective cross= 

sectional area of the air to that of the particles at the 

inlet of the tube is the same for both diameters of tubeo 

From continuity of the particles 

Since the particle to air mass flow ratio Xis unchanged~ 

m m 1 ~ - -~ _, 
40 

mpl m .. ,. 
g.l 

Therefore~ the number of particles passing a given locat;ion 

per unit time in the small tube N8 is one-fourth that in 
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the larger tubeN1 • It can be shown that the specific heat 

transfer to the air and the particle pressure drop pe_r unit 

length 6.Pp do not change significantly., However, the pres

sure drof of the air per unit length of tube AJ?g 9 due to 

wall frict:ion 9 at the inlet of the smaller tube is more than 

twice that at the inlet of the larger tube,, Thus,. aPP/6.Pg 

is much less for the smaller tube than for the larger tube 

which reduces the effect of the particles and thereby tends 

to :increase the critical length". The supersonic critical 

length is reduced ( 100- 44,, 5) primarily because of the in-

creased wall friction factor f and the reduced ratio G.f 

AJ?p/~ge 

Diameter of the particles d" The diameter was de-

,creased from O .. 018_5 to O 000185 inch& The subsonic critic al 

length is decreased greatly (359-90) •. , As a result of de-

creasing the particle size by a factor of 10') the number oi' 

particles passing a given location :per unit time N musLt in= 

crease by a factor of 103 to satisfy particle continuity 

and the surface area of the particles must increase by a 

factor of 10. Therefore~ the particle=air heat transfer 

rate and particle pressure drop per unit length L'.kP:P are 

greater,, Decreasing the diameter of the particles has the 

same effect as increasing the diameter of the tube, i.,,e .. 9 

d+ 
increasing the tube to particle diameter ratio a."" .Another 

p 
way of verifying that t.-P. is greater is to estimate the 

1). 

relative particle pressure drops quantitatively<>- From com-

puter data for the smaller particles, the inlet particle 
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drag coefficient increases (0 .. 44- .... 1 .. 176) since the Reynolds 

number of the particles decreases ( 1222 ... 122 o 2). Since the 

inlet quantities Pg·'II V 19 and V. are the same for the large 
l. g ··. pi .• . 

and small particles~ Equation (24) shows that the ratio of 

the particle pressure drop for the smaller particles ~pps 

to that for the larger particles ~p 1 is given by 
p. 

(Jo 176 ~ f 1000) = 
-C0.44 .100) 

at the inlet of the tube. This ratio reduces to about 10 

at the exit of the tube. Therefore, the subsonic critical 

length decreases because of higher heat transfer rates from 

the particles to the air and greater particle pressure 

drops per unit length. The supersonic critical length is 

increased sharply (100 ... 882) primarily because of greater 

air to particle heat transfer rates and greater particle 

pressure drops per unit length .. The analysis is similar to 

that for subsonic flow above. For velocity equilibrium 

(V g ';;' VP) and temperature equilibrium (Tg ';;' TP) to exist the 

diameter of the particles must be decreased greatly.. As d 
p 

approaches zero, the air-particle system behaves as a mix-

ture of ideal gases having equivalent mixture properties. 

Soo (43) discusses this type of flow in a nozzle .. However~ 

the analytical analysis presented herein is not valid for 

this case because the contribution to the system pressure 

by the particles was neglected (see page 31)" 

Inlet velocity of the particles Vi. The velocity was 
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decreased arbitrarily from 230 to 179 ft./seco which corre

sponds to a increase in the particle slip of from S . = O o 9 pi. 

to Spi == 007. The subsonic critical length decreases (359-

215) principally because the particle pressure. drop per 

unit length is greater as seen from Equation (24) for the 

same Cd= 0.440 Since the particle Reynolds numbers is 

higher because of the in~reased particle slip'j the heat 

transfer rate from the particles to the air is greater. 

Both effects 3 as explained before~ tend to decrease the 

subsonic critical length x~ax an,d, increase x~ax f_or super

flow and low irilet particle slip S i o For supersonic flow 9 p 

two critical lengths are giveno Similar to the discussion 

given for the variation of the specific heat of the parti

qles~ the critical length based on the same inlet Mach num

ber of the air Mgi has more significance. The critical 

length corresponding to the same Mgi is reduced (100 _, 5006) 

for the higher inlet particle slip even though the air to

particle heat transfer is_ greater at the inlet of the tube 

(See pages 67 and 68)0 Based on the discussion for particle 

slip S . 9 the subsonic critical length could be increased 
pl. 

if S . were greater than one. Also, if S . were greater pi pl 

than one 9 the supersonic critical lengths would be even 

higher than those corresponding to a particle slip Spi = 

0.90 

Inlet velocity of the air v io The velocity was in-

creased slightly from 255 to 281 ft./seco The subsonic 

critic al length decreases ( 359 _. 277) since the inlet Mach 
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number of the air increases even though the wall friction 

factor decreases slightly. The effect is similar to in-

creasing the inlet Mach number of the air in single-phase 

gaseous flow. The supersonic critical length :is increased 

(100 ... 144. 5) since the inlet Mach number of the air in-

creases and the wall friction factor decreaseso 

Inlet temperature of the particles T .• The tempera-
- --121:. 

ture was increased from 540 to 593°R. The subsonic criti-

cal length is decreased (359 ... 279) because the particle to 

air heat transfer rate is increased. The supersonic criti-

cal length is reduced ( 100 ... 98) because the smaller differ-

ences between the temperatures of the air and particles 

resulted in lower air to particle heat transfer rates. As 

done before for cg and Vpi 1 the critical length correspond

ing to the same inlet Mach number of the air was chosen for 

a comparison. 

Inlet temperature of the air T .• g1. The temperature was 

increased from 540 to 700°R. The subsonic critical length 

is increased significantly ( 359 ... 889) primarily because the 

inlet Mach number of the air is reduced and the heat trans-

fer rate is from the air to the particles instead of from 

the particles to the air. Heat rejected from a gas at sub-

sonic Mach numbers tends to retard the transition to criti

cal conditions. The increase in x~ax is offset somewhat 

by an increase in the wall friction factor. The supersonic 

critic al length is reduced ( 100 .... 59) because the wall fric-

tion factor is increased and the inlet Mach number of the 
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air reduced. The decrease in x~ax is offset somewhat by 

the larger rate of heat transfer from the air to the 

particles. 
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Inlet pressure of the air Pgi· The pressure was in

creased from 75 to 150 lbf/in. 2 • The subsonic critical 

length is reduced (359 .... 328) primarily because the particle 

pressure drop per unit length is greater as seen from 

Equation (24) for a larger air density Pg and the same Cd= 

0.44. The decrease in x~ax is offset partly by a lower 

wall friction factor. The supersonic critical length is 

greater (100 .... 222) since the particle pressure drop per 

unit length is greater and the wall friction factor smaller. 

Local acceleration of gravity g. The local gravity 

was reduced from g ';; Igel tog= 0 ft./sec. Thia_ would 

correspond to ideal horizontal flow. The subsonic critical 

length increases slightly ( 359 .... 363 .8) because for no grav

ity effect the local particle slip is less resulting in a 

lower particle pressure drop per unit length ~PP. The 

critical length was also obtained for a fivefold increase 

in g. The above results for g = Igel were not changed sig

nificantly. Therefore, the gravity effect is negligible 

for small particles. As the diameter of the particles and~ 

consequently, the ratio of the gravity to visc9us and form 

drag forces increases, the effect of gravity on the criti

cal length becomes more important. For g = 0 the super

sonic critical length was not noticeably affected. However 9 

the local particle slip in the region where V > V would be p g 
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greater with no gravity effects resulting in a higher 6P. 
p 

The ref ore , the critic al length would be higher ( 100 .... 100 +) • 

The critical length obtained for a· fivefold increase in g 

showed very little difference from x°m_ax for g ';;' gc. 

Specific heat ratio of the airy. The specific heat 

ratio was increased from 1.4 to 1.667. Since cg= 

yRg/(Y-1) for an ideal gas, it was assumed that Rg in

creased while cg remained constant. The subsonic critical 

length is larger (359 ... 611) primarily because the inlet Mach 

number of the air is reduced and the particle pressure drop 

per unit length 6PP is decreased as seen from Equation (24) 

for a lower air density Pg and the same Cd= 0.44. The 

supersonic critical length is lower (100 ... 25.5) since the 

inlet Mach number of the air is less, the wall friction 

factor greater, and 6Pp less than for the higher specific 

heat ratio. 

Density of the particles p • The density was in

creased from 160 to 320 lb.m/ft.'. The subsonic critical 

length increases (359 .... 431). To satisfy particle mass flow 

continuity, fewer particles pass a given tube location per 

unit time since the particle density is greater. Thus, the 

particle pressure drop per unit length 6PP and the particle 

to air heat transfer rate are reduced. Both effects tend 

to reduce the subsonic critical length. The supersonic 

critical length is lower ( 100 ... 52) since 6P p and the rate 

of heat transfer from the air to the particles are reduced. 

There has been some question raised by several 
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investigators that Equations (20), (21), and (22) for the 

single-phase wall friction factor f 'l single-particle drag 

coefficient Cd , and single-particle heat transfer coeffi

cient Nup may not apply to gas-particle systems (see 

Chapter II). Although little quantitative information is 

available for multi-particle heat transfer coefficients and 

two-phase wall friction factors, the effect of any varia

tions on the critical length produced by the presence of 

the particles can easily be seen from the above discussion 

on the system variables. However 9 it was shown in Chapter 

II that the multi-particle drag coefficient is generally 

less than for single-particles for values of the particle 

Reynolds number below 1000. The range of particle Reynolds 

numbers mostly encountered in this investigation was above 

1000. It is assumed that the multi-particle drag coeffi-

cient is less than for single-particles in this range also .. 

Qualitatively, a reduced Cd should increase the subsonic 

and decrease the supersonic critical length. To evaluate 

the effects of reducing Cd on the critical lengths, solu

tions were obtained for a 50 per cent reduction in Cd~ The 

results for supersonic flow are shown in Figure 5 (page 60) 

for both low and high inlet particle slips S . =- Oo9 and pl 

S . = 0.6, respectively. Subsonic results, not included, pl 

verify that the critical length increases. Howeverj for 

supersonic flow, the reduction in Cd can cause the critical 

length to increase or decrease, depending on the inlet par-

ticle slip. As mentioned earlier 1 the forces of the 
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particles on the air govern the critical length in the 

region where VP> V g for low inlet particle slip; whereas, 

for high inlet particle slip, the forces govern the criti

cal length in the region where VP< V g• For the low Spi, 

the reduced Cd results in a lower 6Pp according to Equation 

(24) and effectively increases wall friction thereby de

creasing the critical length. For the high Spi' the re

duced Cd also results in a lower 6Pp, but effectively 

decreases wall friction which tends to increase the critical 

lengtho 

The above discussion of the effect of individually 

varying each of the governing variables and starting condi-

tions on the critical length may now be applied to the 

dimensionless parameters and starting conditions given on 

page 460 It was assumed earlier that the inlet pressure 

Pgi and temperature Tgi of the air were equal to the refer

ence values P gl and Tgl, respectively, i.e .. , P0gi = T0gi = 1 .. 

Also, the properties of the air and particles were assumed 

constant ~d equal to the reference values, i.e. , c 0g = c; = 

µ 0g = K0g = 1. Thus, · except for the reference velocity V gl 

where Vgl F Vgi' the reference conditions may be considered 

the same as the inlet conditions to the tube at x0 = 0 .. 

To get a clearer understanding of the effect of the 

dimensionless parameters and starting conditions on the 

cri tieal length, the._ independe~t dimensionless quantities 
,. . .... ' . . 

were required and were obtained by a slight rearranging of 

the starting conditionso They were formulated from 
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dimensional analysis and are listed in Table II. From con-

sideration of the discussion given on the property varia

tion data set and particle mass variation data set, the 

various independent quantities must be altered as shown for 

the critical length to increase. For example, from Table 

I (page 61) it can be seen that the particle to air specific 

heat ratio A must decrease in order for the subsonic criti

cal length to increase. Some.discrepancies may be noted 

when trying to pred.ict the results of Table II from Table I 

because the former results involved the individual inde-

pendent parameters while the latter results concern the in

dividual governing variables and starting conditions of the 

system. 

It is difficult to prescribe a drag~ heat transfer, and 

wall friction parameter since they were considered as vari-

able quantities and functions of Repl' in addition to param

eters D and Prgl" For example, 

c 
d 

Nu 
p = h(Repl' Prg1) 

where g, h, and i denote functions including only the param

eters of the system. Therefore, it can be seen that 

changing Re 1 affects all of the above quantities. 
p· 
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TABLE II 

E]'FECT OI!' THE PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM ON 
THE CRITICAL LENGTH 

__________ _..;_ ___ -,-------···--··-·-··--·---·-···-··-

Parameter Definition 

To Increase the·· 
.. Crit'rcal Length in 

Subsonic 
Flow 

Supersonic' 
Plow 

-·------------.-----·--·--.-1...----------· -----·····-
Particle to Air.Specific. 
Heat Ratio 

Acceleration of 
Gravity 

Air to Particle 
Density Ratio 

Tube to Particle 
Diameter Ratio 

Reference Reynolds 
Number of Particles 

Reference Prandtl 
Nwnber of Particles 

Inlet Particle to Air 
Velocity Ratio 

Inlet Particle to Air 
Temperature Ratio 

Inlet Mach Number of 
the Air 

Specific Heat Ratio 
of the Air 

Particle to Air 
Mass Flow Ratio 

T0 • T . 
_.Pl:, - _..£± 

T0 • T . 
gi gJ. 

0 v . 
M • . gi 

g:i: ( To J /Z) • 5 
gi 

2'Y 
z = ('Y - 1) 

m 
x :;: ...l?. 

m 
g 

Decrease A.· 

Decreac:,e B 

Decrease C 

Decrease· D 

Increase Repl 

Increase Prgl 

Increase 

Decrease 

0 v .. 
.;....E.2:. 
vo .. 

gi 

To 
-12! 
To. 

gi 

Decrease M. 
gi 

Decrease Z 

Decrease X 

Increase A 

l)ecrease B 

Increase C 

Increase D 

Decrease Repl 

Decrease Prgl 

Vo. 

Increase VJ?~ 
gi 

To. 
Decrease -E1:. 

To 
gi 

Increase M 
gi 

Increase Z 

Increase X 



CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

To get an insight into the validity of the analytical 

analysis presented in the last two chapters, an experimen

tal air-particle system was constructed and operated in the 

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory of the Oklahoma State 

Universityo Since the complete study of the effect of the 

particles on the critical length requires an expensive and 

complex instrumentation system, the experim~ntal analysis 

was limited to subsonic air-particle flow in a vertical 

constant area circular tube of fixed length and to the meas-. 

urement and subsequent calculation of the pressure of the 

air Pg~ velocity V g' static temperature Tg' Mach number Mg', 

and the air and particle mass flow rates mg and mpo .The 

air-particle .flow in the tube corresponded to critical 

conditions where the length of the tube x0t equalled the 
0 critic al length. x maxo 

Derivation of Semt-Empirical Equations 

Some of the above properties of. t.he air were calcu

·1ated from semi-empirical equations since direct measurement 

was difficult because of the ·presence of the particles~ 

These equations, and other~, follow. 

86 
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Mass Flow Rate of the Air 

The Schematic diagram of the nozzle apparatus employed 

is shown below in Figure 6. For incompressible flow of air 

Figure 60 ASME Nozzle 

dni 
through a nozzle with an inlet to throat diameter -d 

nt 
greater than four, the change in internal energy and density 

of the air is small and the inlet velocity of· the air is 

negligible. From the energy equation applied between the 

nozzle inlet (ni) and throat (nt) there results for the 

velocity of the air at the throat 

2_gcP .-Pt gni gn 
Pgni 

0 

The one=di.mensional mass rate of flow of the air through_ the 

nozzle may be expressed by 



= A V p · nt gnt gnt 

where the coefficient of discharge accounts for the non-

ideal frictional effects of the air flow. Combining the 

above equations and substituting in known values for the 

nozzle and the air, there results 

88 

where (25) 

mg = Mass flow rate of air, lb "m/min. , 

CFd = Coefficient of discharge, dimensionless. 

dnt = Diameter of nozzle throat, in. 

pgni = Inlet air pressure to nozzle, in. hg. 

T gni = Inlet air temperature to nozzle, OR~ 

6Pn = p . -P t gn1 gn = Air pressure drop across 

nozzle, in. h20. 

Equation (25) is given in the ASME Nozzle Codes (80) for 

the same nozzle apparatus where values of CFd were also 

obtained. 

Mass Flow Rate of the Particles 

A given mass of particles 6mp was successively col

lected and the corresponding time of collection 6t measured. 

For steady particle flow, the particle mass versus time was 
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a straight line whose slope equalled the mass flow rate of 

the particles as given by 

.6.m 
= __Q .6.t. (26) 

Mixture Densi:tr 

not 

tal 

and 

Although measurements for the mixture density pm were 

included the equations are important. From the elemen-

control volume shown in Figure 1 (page 33)~ m =AV p, p p p p 
m = A V p the g g g g mixture density pm may be defined as 

__ Total mass in volume Atdx 
Total volume Atdx 

and may be shown to be 

mgdtdx m12dt'dx m ~ _g 
v + v 

pm 
dx dx g I2 where = A dx = At t 

dt = Incremental time interval for the air. 

dt' = Incremental time interval for the particles. 

Since At= Ag+ AP, the above equation becomes 

A 
pm = Pg+ --12. (p - p ) or 

At p g (27) 

A 
p = pp + _g (p - p )o .,m At g :P 

(28) 

To show the effect of particle slip, the equation involving 
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Vg and VP may be rearranged to give 

-... xv 
m (l + v-~) 

=~(A + l, = ~g 
g g p/ 

xv 
Cl+ __g) . .· v 

or 

( 2C3) 

Equations (27), (28), and (29) or in similar form have been 

used by several investigators (11, 39, 43, 48). 

Velocity and Temperature of Air and Particles 

Fro~ the one-dimensional steady flow continuity equa

tion for the air acting as an ideal gas 

A 
Since _g -At -
becomes 

C A) VP At 
mg= 1 - J!2 g g from which 

t RgTg 

C A) VP At T 1 _Q . g g 
g =_ - A; mgRg • 

p -p 
m P from Equation (28), the equation for mg 

Pg _Pp 

m = _g 
VP At 
~~ g g 

from which 
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g 
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From the energy equation for the stagnation temperature of 

the air 

V2 
T == T + cg. from which og g 2gccg 

V2 
T = T g 

g og 2gccg 
0 

Two equations for Vg may result. First, substituting the 

first equation for Tg into the equation for T yields a og 
quadratic equation in Vg from which 

Knowing Pg, AP, Tog' mg' and the remaining properties of 

the air and system from laboratory measurements, the aver-

age velocity of the air Vg can be found. If the mixture 

density is measured instead of the effective cross-

sectional area of the particles AP, then substituting the 

second equation for Tg into the equation for Vg gives a 

quadratic equation in Vg from which 
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where 

The static temperature of the air can then be found from 

T = T g og 

From direct measurement of AP, the average velocity of the 

particles can be found from 

=~ A P. • 
p p 

Of course~ AP could be calculated from Equation (27) where 

Pm is obtained from direct measurements or VP could be meas

ured directly. The static temperature of the particles T 
p 

would be best determined by experiment although it could be 

found from the energy equation knowing Vg, VP, Tg~ and x at 

a given location and all of the properties of the air and 

particles at some reference location. The direct measure-

ment of Vg 1 VP, Tg' Tog' and TP by the insertion of a meas

uring device directly in the air-particle stream at high 

velocities of the air and particles is difficult because 

the bombardment of the particles would tend to destroy the 

device. 

In the above equations the properties of the air may 

be found without measuring AP, Pm, or VP if the particle to 
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A 
air mass flow ratio X is kept small.. For a small X., -12 .... O 

At 
and Pm ... Pg• The first equation given above for the average 

velocity of the air reduces to 

(30) 

This equation was used to find Vg since the properties of 

the particles were not measured .. Then the static tempera-

ture of the air is given by 

T og 
V2g 

2g c O 

c g 
(31) 

Since the flow between the inlet of the ASl"IE nozzle and the 

exit of the vertical tube was essentially adiabatic and the 

change in stagnation temperature of the air is insignifi

cant for values of X, it was assumed that the local stagna

tion temperature of the air T was constant and equalled og 
the static temperature of the air at the inlet of the noz-

zle T .. gni 

Mach Number of the Air 

For air acting as an ideal gas, the Mach number is 

given by 

v g 

4.9.osv Tg 
(32) 
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where Vg is in ft./sec. and Tg in °R" 

Equations (25), (26)~ (30) 9 (31), and (32) are based 

on measured values of Pg9 Pgni' Tgni 9 6Pn' 6mp, and 6t and 

the knowledge of CFd 9 dnt 9 At~ cg 9 Rg' and g0 • The dimen

sionless quantities V~ 9 T0g ~ and P0g are de.fined the same way 

as in the analytical analysiso 

The Experimental System 

The experimental apparatus consisted of a vertical 

plastic tube with an average inside diameter dt = OQ495 ino 

and a length of xt = 21. 5 ft Q tb.:r·ough which air and solid 

spherical glass particles flowed. The air, supplied by a 

double-acting single-stage reciprocating compressor, was 

filtered to remove any water or oil droplets and passed 

thru an AS:ME nozzle apparatus before entering the tube at 

the bottom. An air flow control valve and pressure regula

tor were installed between the nozzle apparatus and the 

compressor. The spherical glass particles 9 purchased from 

the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, had an 

average diameter of 0 .. 0185 inch± 6 per cent and were 

stored in a pressure tight particle reservoir from which 

they were injected into the tube at the bottom. The parti-

cle injection into the air stream was accomplished by o:r.d.i·-

nary gravity feed and by maintaining the reservoir pressure 

higher than the air pressure at t;he point of injection. 

The particles entered the tube through a five-sixteenth inch 

hole in the tube and were dispersed by a fine, high speed 
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jet of air supplied by a copper tube installed at the tube 

opening 9 flush with the inside of the tube 9 and at a 45 de-

gree angle to the axis of the tubeo Tc insure that&.. devel= 

oped vEilocity dj_stribution of the air and particles existed 

over the cross;-seetion of the tube at the first measuring 

stat;:ion ~ the partic.l~:s were injected approximately fifty 

'tube diameters upstream of the first measuring st;;ation 

(Considered as the inlet of the tube)o 

From the tube inlet to the tube exit~ there were 10 

pressure measuring stations') each one spaced two feet apart 

so that the tent;h one was at the exit of the tube o The tube 

was encased in a six inch diameter steel tube and held con-

centric by plexiglass discs spaced at one foot intervals 

along the tube so as to reduce heat transfer effects and 

electrical noises and to maintain a straight vertical tube. 

The 10 measuring stations were left exposed. Since the 

length of the tube x~ was constant and critical conditions 
!., 

were maintained~ the critical length of the tube equalled 

the tube length, ioe., 

x 0t·. = x 0max = lB(l2) 43605 diameters. 0,.,495 ·-

After the air and particles passed from the inlet to 

exit of the tube~ a return·line was used to divert the flow 

and return the air and particles to a lower level near the 

bottom of the tube whereupon the air was separated from the 

particles and re-entBred the atmosphere and the particles 
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were collected in a conta:iner which rested on a beam scale o 

Thus~ neither the air nor· the particles were continuously· 

recirculated. 

The instrumentation consisted of a Heise gage to meas-

ure the pressure of the ai.r Pg at the 10 measuring stationso 

A surge tank and pressure switching circui.t were necessary 

to accomplish the :i.ndi vidual measurements o A separate 

Bourdon tube pressure gage was employed to measure the 

static pressure of the air at the inlet to the nozzle P o o gn1. 

Both gages were calibrated to insure their accuracy. A 

copper-constantan thermocouple was installed at the inlet 

of the nozzle to measure the static temperature of the air 

at the inlet to the nozzle Tgni and a milli=voltmeter was 

selected to measure the voltage output of the thermocouple" 

The pressure tap and thermocouple location~ and the length 

and diameter of t~be approaching the nozzle inlet and de= 

parting the nozzle exit, were in accordance with ASME noz

zle specificationso The thermocouple reference junction 

was maintained at 32°F by a container filled with iceo The 

air pressure drop aci:·oss the ASME nozzle 6P n was measured 

by a vertical water manometer. Other thermocouples were 

installed at each measuring station in stainless steel 

hypodermic needles which extended three-sixteenth inch 

into the tubeo They were used to measure any variation in 

the stagnation temperature of the airo 

Also installed at each of the measuring stations were 

piezoelectric crystals and stainless steel electrical 
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capacitors that were to be used for measuring the speed of 

sound of the mixture and the mixture density p ~ respec~ 
m 

tively. No speed of sound measurements were taken. The 

measurements for p were unreliable because of electrical 
m 

noises and instabilities that were observed in the measure-

ment system. 

In each of the experimental test runs, the air flow 

rate was maintained at a sufficient value so that critical 

conditions existed at the exit of the tube. To insure this 

the exit pressure of the air Pge was always kept two or 

three psig above atmospheric pressure Pa (P > P for cri tge - a 

ical conditions). After steady flow and equilibrium pre-

vailed in the tube, the test procedure was to record the 

local pressure of the air Pg, the pressure and temperature 

of the air at the nozzle inlet Pgni and Tgni' respectively, 

and the average air pressure drop across the nozzle ~p. 
n 

Regulation of Pgni was accomplished by the air control 

valve. The fluctuations in 6Pn were approximately± 0.05 

in h 20. During the test run~ a known weight of particles 

(2.5 lb. ) was successively collected and the time of col-
m 

lection measured by an electrical timer. The ch&""lge in the 

stagnation temperature of the air from the inlet to the 

exit of the tube was observed. The maximum change was 

about 6°F which was probably attributed to the differences 

in shape of the junctions of the individual thermocouples 

and in the recovery factors of the individual thermocouples,. 

The particle to air mass flow ratio was varied from X = 0 ~ 
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which corresponded to single-phas~ gaseous flow 9 to the 

maximum obtainable for the systemo Several test runs were 

made for both the single-phase flow and two=phase flowo 

Photographs of the experimental apparatus are shown 

in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Figure 7 shows the basic instru

mentation board, wh,ich includes the Heise gage, thermocou

ple switching circuit 9 pressure switching circuit~ and 

Bourdon tube gage, and the milli-v·ol'tmeter 9 particle e~l

lection container 9 scale and timer~ air-particle return 

line~ and the encased vertical constant area tube. Figure 

8 includes the air filter 9 pressure regulator and flow con

trol valve, nozzle apparatus with before and after air 

straightener sections, and the vertical water manometer. 

Figure 9 gives the over-all view of the apparatus and the 

relative position of the components of the system. Not 

shown is the compressor which was housed outside of the 

laboratory. 

A portion of the experimental data taken and a list of 

the experiment equipment used is given in Appendix Boe The 

properties of the air and particles corresponding to the 

experimental data are given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 7 , Instrumentation and Test Section 

Figure 8 , Air Flow Nozzle Apparatus and Air Filter 



Figure 9. Overall View of Bxperimental Apparatus 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

From the observed experimental data for air-particle _ 

flow in a vertical constant area tube and the semi-empirical 

equations presented in the last chapter, the average veloc

ity of the air Vg, static temperature of the air Tg' and 

the Mach number of the air Mg were calculated at each of 

the 10 measuring stations along the tube for the single

phase and two-phase air-particle test runs. Also evaluated 

were the mass flow rates of the air and the particles mg 

and mp, respectively. Only the results for one single

phase test run and two air-particle test runs are included. 

The corresponding values for the particle to air mass flow 

ratios are X = O, 0.114, and 0.1531, respectively, where 

the latter value was the maximum allowed by the system. No 

data on choking or sub-critical conditions was taken. 

Presentation of Results 

The results corresponding to the above test runs are 

given in graphical form in Figures 10, 12, and 130 The 

abscissa for each curve is the dimensionless tube position 

x 0 where it was shown earlier that the length of the tube 

x0t equalled the critical length x~ax for critical conditions 
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and x 0 "" x~ "'" 1+36. 5 diameters. The ord.inates are the max ·G · 

0 dimensionless velocity of the air V g ~ pressure of the air 

P 0g, static temperature of the air T0g~ and Mach number of 

the air l'1. The particle velocity and temperature are not 
g 

shown since no measurements for them were taken. Also 

shown on the figures are the corresponding analytical 

solutions. Although no data was taken for supersonic flow, 

the analytical solution and exact Fanno solution are shown 

for supersonic flow in Figure 11 (page 104). The exact 

subsonic Fanno solution is also given in Figure 10 (pages 

102 and 103). 

Discussion and Comparison to 

Analytical Solutions 

It is noticed from Figures 10 and 11 that the exact 

Fanno solutions for subsonic and supersonic flow agree very 

well with the corresponding analytical solutions. The par-

ticle to air mass flow ratio X was set equal to 0.0001 and 

0.001 instead of 0.0 so as to include the two-phase terms 

in the differential equationso The effects were negligible 

so that the analytical solutions correspond essentially to 

those for single-·phase gaseous flow. The exact Fanno solu.-

tions given are for horizontal flow~ but are essentially 

the same as for verti.c.al flow s:Lnce the potential energy 

changes of a gas are small even for relatively large eleva-

tion changeso 
1 

In comparing the single-phase analytical and 
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experimental results shown :in Figure 10 9 the local agree-· 

ment is very good up to a Mach number Mg"" 0"4 where x0 "' 

300 9 approxi.matelyo The exit properties of the air agree 

closely, but the critical lengths do not (466 / 436.5). 

Several factors could account for the d:isag:r:··eement in cI•i.t-

ical lengths. 

First of all 9 for given inlet conditions and a con

stant wall frict:ion fact;or .f 9 the critical exit properties 

of the air are fixed and the governing agent in determining 

the critical length is fo A.s mentioned earlier~ the stand= 

ard wall friction factor curve for incompressible flow and 

smooth tubes was utilized in the analytical solutionso 

Since one 0-dimensional steady flow of a gais th constant :pro= 

perties through a constant croSS·=·Sectional area was assumed 9 

the standard curve yielded constant values off in all 

analytical solutionso 

However~ the use of the standard curve for f was some~ 

what unreliable o The thermocouples 9 piezoelectri.c crystals 9 

and pressure taps located at each of the ten measuring sta=, 

tions effectively increased the rouglu1ess of the wall to 

some degree and 9 consequently~ increased f. The surface of 

the tube 9 although apparently smooth 9 could have had the 

fr::Lction characteristics of a ro1.1gher tuoe ~ This w<e.n1ld 

tend to increase f also. From the slope of the air pres-

sure curve 9 the inlet friction factor was calculated from 

f ... (Reference 79) 
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and gave a value off~ 000169 compared to f ~ 0.01418 ob-

tained from the standard curve. This method of calculating 

the local value off was not reliable because not enough 

pressure taps were installed along the tube and because the 

above equation is valid only for non-accelerating flow. 

Chen (21) considered the effect of compressibility on 

the wall friction factor in circular tubes and showed that 

f was a function of both the Mach number of the air and the 

Reynolds number of the tube. For incompressible flow~ or 

low Mach numbers~ f was shown to be a function of only the 

Reynolds number of the tube which has been verified by 

others. His results are shown qualitatively below in Fig

ure 14. It is seen that f is generally higher' than the 

O.OL8 

As Ret 
~Increases 

Average Smooth 
--'"---' ) Pipe Incom

pressible f 

0 .. 010 O 
Mg 

Figure 14. Dependency of the Wall Friction Factor 
on the Mach Number of the Air 

1 .. 0 

incompressible C"t1r-ve ~ depending on the Mach number of the 
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approximately. No quantitative correlation of data to find 

f = g(Ret, Mg) was attempted since his results were not 

conclusive. 

Since the above factors tend to increase f~ analytical 

solutions for a ten per cent increase inf are shown in 

Figure 10 (pages 102 and 103). The critical lengths agree 

more closely but the local agreements in the properties of 

the air are not as good under Mg= 0.4. Thus~ it appears 

that f is not constant. 

Another £actor for consideration is the low inlet Mach 

number of the air that was employed (M = 0.276). For low 
g 

Mach numbers, a small change in Mg would cause a large 

change in the critical length x~ax· For example~ if the 

inlet Mach number of 

the calculated value 

would be reduced from 

the air were M. = 0.281 instead of gi 

of Mgi = 0.2769 the critical length 

466 to 447, approximately. 

The viscosity of the air µg decreased but i.t was 

assumed constant in the analytical solutions. From Equa

tions (19) and (22), it is seen that the wall friction fac-

tor would decrease. This~ however~ would cause the critical 

length corresponding to the analytical solution to be 

greater than 466 if variable viscosity were considered. 

A final factor that ean account for the difference in 

critic al lengths is the effect of the boundary layer of t.:;he 

air in the tube. One-dimensional flow is closely approxi-

mated in the center of the tube 9 but near the walls the 

flow is two-dimensional. This has the same effect as 
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reducing the diameter of the ·t-t1be d.~ • If the laboratory 
(., 

critical length were based on this reduced diameter~ the 

effective critic al length wou.ld be higher than x~ax = 436. 5. 

The analytical solutions for the reduced diameter of the 

tube would yield a critical length lower than x 0 = 466 max 
since the wall friction factor f would be higher. 

The two-phase experimental results and the correspond-

ing analytical solution are shown in Figures 12 and 13 

(pages 105-108) for particle to air mass flow ratios of 

X = 0.114 and X = 0.153, respectively. For both values of 

X the local agreement in the properties of the air are good 

only at low Mach numbers r'lg beyond which the agreement is 

unsatisfactory. The critical exit properties of the air 

agree closely but the critical lengths do not. Comparing 

the disagreement in critical lengths from Figures 10, 12~ 

and 13~ it becomes worse as the particle to air mass flow 

ratio Xis increased. Thus~ it appears that the two-phase 

wall friction factor is higher than for single-phase flow 

and is a function of the presence of the particles in addi-

ti.on to the l"Iach number of the air and the Reynolds number 

of the tube. Therefore 9 analytical solutions corresponding 

to increased wall friction factors fare included in Fig-

.ures 12 and 130 The increase :inf is greater for the 

larger particle to air mass flow ratio X than for the lowero 

Roughening of the walls of the tube because of particle-

wall collisions during the two-phase test runs partly ac-

counts for the increase in f o The agreements i.n the 
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critical lengths are sat isfactory for both values of X. 

Of course, the factors affecting the agreement in crit-

ical lengths for the singl e-phase test runs also apply to 

the air-particle test runs. However~ the effect of the 

particles on the velocity profile of the air is not known 

although it has been shown to be insignificant for low val-

ues of X (66). 

Since particle veloci tie:.:. were no \. measured , an inlet 

particle slip of S . = 0.6 was assumed for the analytical pl 

solutions. Solutions were also obtained for a slip of 

Spi = 0.3. The results differed from the analytical solu

tions presented in Figures 12 and 13 by less than one per 

cent. Similar solutions were obtained for a 50 per cent 

decrease in the drag coefficient of the particles Cd. The 

results differed by less t han one-half per cent. 

It is important to note that the critical exit Mach 

number of the air Mge is equal to one as in the case of 

single-phase flow. Soo (43) showed analytically that for 

small values of X (0.3) , the speed of sound in a gas-

particle mixture,with or without particle slip, is signifi-

cantly lower than the speed of sound in the gas only. For 

homogeneous flow (no partic l e s lip) ~ the Mach number of a 

gas-particle mixture can be defined as 

(V = V) 
= g p 

c gs (mi xture)· 

It is seen that Mgme i s l arger t han one. Consequently, the 
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critical condition is governed by the Mach number of the 

air rather than by the l"Iach number of the mixture, which is 

also valid for particle slip conditions. For particle slip, 

no satisfactory definition of mixture Mach number exists. 

Based on the analytical solut:ions presented earlier for the 

particle mass variation data set, a correlation was at-

tempted 9 considering such facto.rs as particle sl:ip Sp and 

particle to gas mass flow ratio Xi but no satisfactory 

equation for l'1gm was obtained. 

Comparison of Results From the Literature 

to Analytical Solutions 

No data was .found for high Mach number or critical 

gas=·particle flow. The most complete findings frir compari

son were presented by Hariu and Molstad (11) who studied 

sub-critical gas-particle flow in a ical glass "tube o 

The tube had a diameter of dt; "' 0. 267 inch and a length of 

xt ""' 2.67 feet. The flowing mediums were air and sand 

where the average diameter of the sand was d "" 0. 0197 p 

inch. The total pressure drop of the air was measured and 

from semi-empirical expressions 9 they calculated such val-

ues as the individual pressure drop components of the air 

and particles and the drag coefficients of the particles. 

From measured values of the dispersed solids density~ the 

velocity of the particles was determined" The particle to 

air mass flow ratio X was varied from 6 to 30 while the in-

let conditions 9 especially the inlet velocity and Mach 
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number of the air, were maintained constant. Their results 

for one test run and the corresponding analytical solution 

obtained from the analysis given in Chapter III are shown 

below in Figure 15. Based on their data, the computer input 

6.0 

Total Air 
Pressure Drop 
llPt-in. h20 

. 2.0 

, • .__~ Hariu and 
Molstad 
Data 

--~- Analytical 
Solution 

Figure 15. Dependency of Air-Particle 
Pressure Drop on the 
Particle to Air Mass 
Flow Ratio 

data is shown in Appendix A for X = 6.95. Although the re-

sults agree qualitatively, their results for the pressure 

drop of the air as affected by the particle to air mass 

flow ratio X are underestimated by the analytical solutions. 

The two curves do intersect at the single-phase conditions 

whe!re X == 0.0. From the gas pressure curves given in 

Figure 2 (pages 51-53)~ it can be seen that for their tube 
0 length of x t = 120 3 the corresponding critical length 
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would be less than would be obtained from the analytical 

solution because the local measured air pressures are less 

than those corresponding to the analytical solution. The 

critical length of their tube for a low inlet Mach number 

would be of the order of 5~000 tube diameters; whereas, the 

analytical solution would yield a critical length greater 

than 5~000. Consequently, it is again probable that the 

two-phase wall friction factor is not only greater than 

that for single-phase flow, but also increases as Xis in-

creased. This may be seen more clearly by considering the 

method by which they calculated the drag coefficient of the 

particles Cd. The pressure drop due to the air only .6.Pa 

was subtracted from the total air pressure drop b.Pt. The 

difference was due to the air pressure drop over the parti-

cles b.Pp. In calculating L\Pa'l they assumed that the parti

cles did not affect the wall friction factor f. From 

semi-empirical equations') they calculated values of Cd that 

were somewhat higher than the standard drag curve. However~ 

it was shown before in Chapter II that the drag coefficients 

of multi-particles were less than those given for single 

particles from the standard drag curve even though the par

ticles may be irregularly shaped. Based on this~ b.Pp would 

be lower as seen from Equation (24). Then~ the pressure 

drop due to the air only t.P a =-c b.P t - .6.P p would be greater 

indicating that the two-phase wall friction factor is 

higher than for single-phase flow. 

The data presented by Boatright (13) for air and sand 
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flowing :ln a vert:Lcal tu1)e was also considered beca.use 

the inlet Ma.ch numbers were up to M. = Ool3~ The corre-. gi 

spending analytical solutions again underestimated the 

total pressure losses of the air and 9 consequently~ over

estimated the critical length. His tube diameter was x 0t "' 

400 which is still far short of the crit:ical length corre

sponding to an inlet Mach number of Mgi ''" 0 o 13 o 

Other data wa.s not cons1dered because complete experi

mental information was not g:i.veu in regards to particle 

velocities, air and particle inlet conditions, two-phase 

wa.11 friction factors 9 o.r mul t:i--particle characteristics o 



CHAPTER VII 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

Summary and Conclusions 

The solutions to the governing one-dimensional differ-

ential equations for subsonic and supersonic adiabatic gas-

particle flow in a constant area tube have been presented 

to show the effect of the governing variables and starting 

conditions of the system on the critical length and the 

local and critical exit properties of the gas and particles. 

The critical length is the maximum length that a gas

particle mixture may be transported. An experimental sys~ 

tem was designed and operated for air and spherical glass 

particles flowing in a vertical constant area tube. Criti-

cal conditions were maintained for all test runs. The 

experimental results for the critical conditions were com-

pared to corresponding analytical solutions. 

The analytical results for the particle mass variation 

data set as the particle to air mass flow ratio X was in-

creased may be summarized as follows: 

1. From Figure 2 (page 51) the subsonic curves of 

the velocity V0g 9 tem~erature Tog' pressure P~, 

and Mach number M g of the · air versus the le cal 
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tube position x0 are similar in shape and char

acteristics to those for single-phase gaseous 

flow (X ,,, OoOOl), while from Figure 3 (page 54) 

for supersonic flow~ the curves are s:imilar 

only for low values of X. 

2. The cri·tical exit properti.es of the air v0ge, 

T0 • lUld P0 are essent:i.a.llv rC.:ons·tan.t f'o:r: ge· ge ., 

subsonic flow~ 'bu·t are variable for supersonic 

flOWo 

3 ~ From Figu:!re 5 (page 60) ~ the subsonic critic al 

length decreases while .for supersonic flow the 

critical length increases for low inlet parti-

cle slip S . o pl 
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4 o The critic al exit; :Mach number I\Tge for pa.rticle to 

air mass flow rates up to X,:: 30 is governed 

by the air only and equals one for both subsonic 

and supersonic flow as in the case of single= 

phase gaseous flow. 

The analytical results for the property variation data 

set for X = 10 may be summarized as follows: 

1. Increasing the inlet particle to air veloci·ty 

ratio and reducing the acceleration of gravity 

parameter and inlet particle to air tempera-

ture ratio increases both the subsonic and 

supersonic critical length. 

2o Increasing the inlet :Mach number of the air and 

the tube to particle diameter ratio decreases 



the subsonic cri.ti.cal length and increases the 

supersonic critical length. The effects of 

other parameters of the systems and the varia

bles of the system may be seen from Tables II 

and I~ respectivelyo 
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Two observations regarding the particle mass variation 

data set and ·the property variation da.ta set are: 

1. Any fac·tor that :incr1~ases the particle pressure 

drop per un:l.t length ~pp tends t,o decrease the 

subsonic cr:i.tical length and .increase the super

sonic critical length. 

2. Any factor that increases the particle to air or 

ai.r to particle heat transfer rate tends to de-

crease the subsonie criti:lcal length a.nd increase 

the supersr)nic critical length 9 respecti.·vely. 

The experimental results and the corresponding analyt-

ical solutions presented in this study may be summarized. as 

follows~ 

lo The analytical finite difference computer 

solutions agreed well with exact single-phase 

Fanno thr;:w:ry as shown :::L.n Figures 10 and. 11 

(pages 102 -lOL~)" 

2o From Figure 10 9 t;he single=phase experimental 

results for the critical exit properties of 
O IJ O 

the air V gE,~ Pg89 T ge~ and l".lge agreed well 

with the analytical solutionso The local 

values agreed only at low Mach numbers. 



3. The single-phase critic al length x~ax = 436. 5 

did not agree with the critical length of 

x 0 466 obtained from the analytical solu-max 

tion. This was probably due to the use of 

unreliable values for the wall friction factor 

f resulting from the dependency off on the 

Mach number of the air as well as on the 

Reynolds number of the tube Reto 
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4. From Figures 12 and 13 (pages 105 -108) ~ fhe two-

5. 

phase experimental results for the critical 

exit properties of the air agreed well with 

the analytical solutions. The local values 

agreed only at low Mach numbers. 

The critical lengths of x 0 = 507 and x 0 -max max 

577 obtained from the analytical solutions for 

particle to air mass flow ratios of X = 0.114 

and X == 0.153, respectively, did not agree 

with the critical length of the tube x 0 = max 

436.5. This was probably due to the use of 

unreliable values for f resulting from the 

dependency off on the particle to air mass 

flow ratio as well as on the Mach number of 

the air and the Reynolds number of the tube. 

6. The experimental results given by Hariu and 

Molstad (11) and the corresponding analytical 

solutions agreed qualitatively but the analy-

tical results predicted lower total air 



pressure drops as seen from Figure 15 (page 

116)0 Although the data wa.s for sub .... critical 

conditions~ it i.s probable that the critical 

lengths would not agree because of the in

creased dependency off on the particle to 

air mass flow ratio X. 

Suggestions for Future Study 

It is recomm.ended that additional ap.§.ly·ttca.l and 

experimental work be done i.n the following areas: 

1. Two-phase wall fri<tt;ion factors at low and 

high Mach numbers and pa::rticle to gas mass 

flow ratios. 

2. Multi,-particle drag and heat transfer coef

ficients at low and high particle slipEi ~ Mach 

numbers of the gas 9 and particle to gas mass 

flow ratios. 

3. The effect; of particles on the velocity dis

tribution of a gas flowing in a tube. 

4. Instrumentation system for the complete meas

urement of the properties of the gas and parti

cles for flow in vertical and hor:i.zontal 

tubes. 

5. Complete analytical solutions for the critical 

length as a. function of the ina.epeinde:n:t 1iaram0-

ters of the system. 
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6. Subsonic and supersonic gas-particle critical 

length measurements for low and high particle to 

gas mass flow ratios. 
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If the above work is accomplished, the complex mecha

nism of gas-particle flow in vertical (and horizontal) 

tubes would be more completely understood and the pr~c

tical design of such systems could be more accurately 

accomplished .. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPUTER PROGRAM AND INPUT DATA 

In order to use the Runge-Kutta finite difference 

method for a computer solution, the four derivatives 

dV0 
_ _.:Q. 

0 ' dx 

in terms of the variables of the system must be found from 

Equations (7), (10), (11), and (12). 

From Equation (11), 

dV0 

__p = 
dx0 

From Equation (12), 

6CDNu p 
0 ARe 1Pr 1v p g p 

From Equation (10), 

·B C o o o o) 
= fl V g ~ V p , T g , T p .• --
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dTo 
_J5 - cT0 -
dxo - g 

From Equation (7), 

dV0 

---12 + 
dx0 

dV0 -
__g 
dx0 

dT 0 dV0 dT 0 dV0 

__g + 2V0 __g + AX ---12 + 2XV0 ---12 + ( 1 + X)B = 0. 
dx0 g dx0 dx0 P dx0 
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dT0 

Substituting·--t from Equation (10) into the above equa
dx 

tion yields 

dT 0 aT 0 dV0 

-[(1 + X)B + AX --12. + (2xv0 - __g) ---12. + cT0g] 
dx0 P v0 dx0 

Finally, from Equation (10), 

dTo 
__g = cT 0 -
dx0 g 

( 0 0 0 0 f 4 V ,V ,T ,T, g p g p 

a, b, c). 

It is noted that in each of the above four functions f 1 , 

f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 the independent variable x0 does not appearo 
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Choosing v0 ., v0 , T0 ~ and T0 as the dependent variables g p g p 

and the local tube position x 0 as the independent variable, 

the variables at x 0 + dx0 may be found as follows: 

Then., 

Let D = f (V0 v0 T0 To ) 1 g' p~ g' p 

E = f (V0 v0 To To ) 2 g9 p'l g' p 

C o o o o) A = a -·· g1 V g, V p , T g, T p 

( 0 0 0 0) 
B = b = g2 V g ~ V p., T g, T p 

c = c C o o o o) 
= g3 V g, V p, T g, T p 9 

A(n+l) = g1 [v0g+F(n)dx0/2~ V~+D(n)dx0/2, 

T0g + G(n)dx0/2 ~ T0 + E(n)dx0/2] p 
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T0g + G(n)dx0;2, T~ + E(n)dx0 /2] 

D(n + 1): = f 1 [V0g + F(n)dx0/2~ v0 + D(n)dx0 /2, p 

T0g + G(n)dx0/2~ T0 + E(n)dx0/2] p 

· E(n + l) ::: f 2cv0g + F(n)dx0/2 ~ v0 + D(n)dx0/2, p 

T0g + G(n)dx0/2 ~ T~ + E(n)dx0/2] 

F(n + 1) = f 3cv0g + F(n)dx0;2, v0P + D(n)dx0/2, 

T0 + G(n)dx°/2 9 T0 + E(n)dx0/2, g p 

A(n+l), B(n+l)~ C(n+l)] 

G(n + 1) = f 4 [V0g + F(n)dx0/2, V~ + D(n)dx0;2, 

T 0g + G(n)dx /2, T~ + E(n)dx0/2, 

A(n + 1) 'I B(n + 1) ~ C(n + 1)]. 

The above equations must be solved four times from n = 1 to 

n = 4~ 0 0 If n = 4, dx = 2dx • For the starting condition 

n = 1, D(l) = E(l) = F(l) = G(l) = Oo 

Finally, 

v0 0 0 0 0 0 g( x + dx ) = V g ( x ) + [ F ( 2) + 2F ( 3) + 2F ( 4) + F ( 5)] dx :/ 6 
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v0 (x0 + dx0 ) = v0 (x0 ) + [D(2) + 2D(3) + 2D(4) + D(5)Jdx0 /6 p p 

T0 (x0 + dx0 ) == T0 (x0 ) + [G(2) + 2G(3) + 2G(4) + G(5)]dx°;6. g g 

T0 (x0 + dx0 ) = T0 (x0 ) + [E(2) + 2E(3) + 2E(4) + E(5)]dx0/6. p p 

The values F(2)~ D(2), G(2)~ and E(2) are the derivatives 

at the previous tube location x 0 • 



TABLE III 

PROPERTIES OF GAS-PARTICLE MIXTURES 

Property Particle Property · iab Data Lab Data 
of. :- Variation Variation a•X.-0~0 x-o·.114 

Air· or Pafticles Th=lta Set: Data Set 

0.2 o.4 0.2 0.2 

0.24 0.343 0.24 0.24 

0.015 0.030 0.015 0.015 

3.76E-7 7.52E-7 3.76E-7 3.76E-7 

0.5 0.25 o.495 o.495 

.0185 .00185 .0185 .0185 

230 179 281 181 

255 281 312 299 

540 593 532.2 530.7 

540 700 532.2 530.7 

75.0 150.0 71.3 73.36 

32.0 o.o 32.2 32.2 

1.4 1.67 1.4 1.4 

160 320 160 160 
p m 

Lab Data 
x-0.1:n 

0.2 

0.24 

0.015 

3.76E-7 

o.495 

.0185 

170 

283.5 

538.2 

538.2 

73.6 

32.2 

1.4 

160 

Hf!riu_and 
Molstad Data 

X.-6.95 

0.195 

0.24 

0.015 

3.83E-7 

0.267 

.0197 

6.2 

21.9 

537 

537 

14.7 

32.2 

1.4 

165 I--' 
\.N 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

Property Particle Property 
Lab Data Lab Data Lab Data Hariu and 

'e>f Variation Variation 
X==O.O X•0.114 x-o~ 1s3 Molstad Data 

Air or Particles Data Set Data Set X=6.95 
--· 

2550 Variable 2531 2530 2542 2541 

OR 53.3 Variable 53.3 53.3 53.3 53.3 g f m 
*T ,=T p . ""p Note: The values ii:1 t~e pr?pert~ v-ariatio1~s column apply to each individual 

gi gl' gi gl property variation given in Table I. 

I-' 
\.}J 

\.0 



Input 
Data 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
EP 
EPP 
EPPP 
VR 
VRR 
TR 
TRR 
TRRF 
PRRF 
PA 
z 
dxl 
dx2 
XMR 
Remarks 

Particle 
Variation 
Data Set c p 

0.833 1.668 
4.13E-7 
0.00234 

27.0 
5.38E-6 2.69E-6 

122.,200 
0.7 
0.9 
9.0 
0.1 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9629 
0.196 

958.0 
7.0 

Variable 2.0 
Variable 0.5 
.001, .1, 10 
1, 3, 5, Iner. 
7, 8.5, 
10, 15, 
20, 22.5, 
25, 30, 

,40 

c g 

0.583 
2.89E-7 

.001636 

4.5E-6 
102,200 

1.0 

.0836 

802.8 

2.0 
0.5 

10 
Iner. 

TABLE IV 

COJ.VIPUTER INPUT DATA 

-
' Property Variation Data Set 

K µ dt d g g p 

2.065E-7 

13.5 270.0 
l.076E-5 2.69E-6 5.38E-4 

61,100 12,220 
0.35 1.4 

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.2 

10 10 10 10 
Iner. Iner. Deer. Deer. 

(Y canst., 
R incr.) g 

Note: Blank columns indicate same value as Particle Variation Data Set 

v° . v°. To. 
pi gi pi 

0.7 

0.11 
1.1 
1.1 

2.0 2.0 2.0 
0.2 0.5 0.5 

10 10 10 
Deer. Iner. Iner 

..,.,.. 

5 



TABLE IV (Continued) 

Input Property Variation Data Set Lab Data 
Data To po, g y p Cd x ... o.o 

g1 gi p 

A .833 
B 3.19E-7 o.o , .0016% 4.16E-7 
c .001805 .00468 .001r; .002265 
D 26.8 
E 4.725E-6 2.69E-6 _5:38E.-6 
EP 11.07 5 300 244,400 87~300 1179000 
EPP :687 
EPPP, .90 
VR 7.0 
VRR .0877 .123 
TR 1.0 
TRR .772 LO 
TRRF .743 0.978 
PRRF 0.098 0.206 
PA B4o.o 11916.0 684.o 918.0 
z 5.0 7 .o 
dxl 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 
dx2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
XMR 10 10 10 10 D.O o..o .0001 
Remarks Iner. Iner. Deer. Iner. Iner. i,.. "! 

(c const., 
"'d ete-

g ~reased 
R incr.) 

g 50% 
-

Lab Data Lab Data 
X=O.lll~ x.,.0.153 

.833 .833 
4.17E-7 4.12E..'7 

.002334 .00231 
26.8 26.8 
5.38E-6 5.35E-6 

119~860 119,300 
.687 .687 
.60 .60 

7.0 7.0 
0.1182 .1114 
1.0 1.0 
LO 1.0 
0.979 0.965 
0.2004 0.1945 

941.7 939.0 
7.0 7.0 
2.0 2.0 
0.5 0.5 

.114 .1531 

Hariu and 
Molstad Da 

Xe6. 95 

.813 
2.22E-7 

.000449 
13.5 
2.54E-6 

25~000 
.71 
.284 

9.0 
0.00862 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

188.0 
7.0 
2.0 
5.0 
6.95 

ta 

I-' 
+:=" 
I-' 



TABLE V 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Symbol Used in 
Computer Program 

A 
B 
c 
D 

E 

EP 

EPP 

EPPP 

EPP PP 

VR 

VRR 

TR 

TRR 

TRRF 

PRRF 

PA 

z 
XMR 
VRRG 

VRRP 

TRRG 

TRRP 

PRRG 

Corresponding Symbol 
Used in Text 

A 
B 
c 
D 

6 C D 
A Rep1Prgl 

Repl 

Prgl 
vo 
Vt~ (subsonic) 
g1 

To 
gi (supersonic) 

To. 
g1. (subsonic) 

vo 
,4.. ~personic) 
v .... 

g1. (subsonic) 
vo (subsonic) 
gi 

T". 
~~ (supersonic) 
gi 

T 0• (subsonic) 
pi 

TR o T (TR= 520 R) 
gl 

PR • 2 
~(PR= 14.7 lb.f/1n. ) 
gl 

vglpgl 
z 
x 
Vo 
g 

Vo 
p 

Tc 
g 

To 
p 

po 
g 
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TABLE V (Continued) 

Symbol Used in 
Computer Program 

AR 

PAM 

RN 

PR 

RNT 

CR 
GM 

HMX 

SMX 

DC 

Corresponding Symbol 
Used in Text 

Ao 

mm/At 

Rep 

Prg 

Ret 

f 
M 

g 
h 

m 

Sm 

Cd 

(Continued-Next page) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 
MON$$ 

JOB 252740027 
COMT TWO-PHASE FANNO FLOW PROBLEM 
ASGN MGO,A2 
ASGN MJB,A3 
ASGN MW1,A4 
ASGN MW2,A5 
MODE GO,TEST 
EXEQ FORTRAN,,,l0, 9 ,,FLOW 
PROGRAM FOR THE STUDY OF TWO-PHASE FANNO FLOW 

IN A VERTICAL CONSTANT-SECTION DUCT 

************************ 

DAVID ADAMS*** MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

INTEGER PAGE,FAIL 
DIMENSION AA(5),BB(5),CC(5),DD(5),EE(5),FF(5),GG(5) 
COMMON RNABS,DC,NTIMES,DX,DX3,DX4,M 

101 FORMAT(//lOX,22HSIGN CHANGE -- DDVGX = ,lPEJ.4.5) 
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102 FORMAT(lHK,lOX,12HPROGRAM EXIT,12,39H -- ABSOLUTE VALUE OF REYNOLD 
IS NUMBER =,1PE12.5//) 

103 FORMAT(1HL,1ox,25HSUBSONIC INLEl' CONDITIONS// 9X,1PE14.5/16X,1P8E1 
14.5/(16X,1P7El4o5)) 

104 FORMAT(lHL,lOX,27HSUPERSONIC INLET CONDITIONS//9X,lPEl.4.5/16X,lP8E 
ll4o5/(16X,1P7El4.5)) 

105 FORMAT(lHL,lOX,1PE12.5) 
106 FORMAT(16X,1P7E14.5) 
107 FORMAT(l6X,1P7El4.5) 
108 FORMAT(1Hl,32X,59H* * * TWO PHASE FANNO FLO 

lW * * *,20X,4HPAGE,I4) 
109 FORMAT (15) 
110 FORMAT(Fl2.5,60X,A8) 
111 FORMAT(lH2,lOX,lOHINPUT DATA///(16X,A8,1X,1H=,1PE14.5)) 
112 FORMAT(//lOX,22HDDVGX DISORDER-DDVGX =,1PE14.5) 
113 FORMAT(//lOX,16HTEST FAILURE N0.,12) 
114 FORMAT(//lOX,16HENTROPY DECREASE) 

_115 FORMAT(//10X,22HGM DISORDER --- GM =,1PE14.5) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

** 
** 
** 
** 

INPUT DATA ---
NINETEEN (19) -- EACH WITH ONE (1) F-TYPE NUMBER 
LOCATED IN COLUMNS 2 - 12 
ALL DECIMAL POINTS MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE NUMBERS 

2 READ(l,llO)A,AN,B,BN~C,CN,D,DN,E,EN~EP,EPN,EPP,EPPN,EPPP,EPPPN,VR, 
1 VRN,VRR,VRRN,TR,TRN,TRR,TRRN,TRRF.,TRRFN,PRRF,PRRFN,PA,PAN,Z,ZN 
2 ,Dn,DnN,DX2~DX2N.,XMR,XMRN 

WRITE(3,lll)AN,A,BN,B,CN,C,DN,D~EN,E,EPN,EP,EPPN,EPP,EPPPN,EPPP,VR 
lN,VR,VRRN,VRR,TRN,TR,TRRN,TRR~TRRFN~TRRF,PRRFN,PRRF,PAN,PA,ZN,Z,DX 
21N,DX1,DX2N,DX2,XMRN,XMR 

LINES=O 
PAGE=O 



c 

AA(l)=O.O 
BB(l)=O.O 
CC(l)=O.O 
DD(l)=O.O 
EE(l)=O.O 
FF(l)=O.O 
GG(l)=O.O 
DX3=DX1/50.0 
DX4=DX2/50.0 
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c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c 
C ** BEGIN SUBSONIC INLET CONDITIONS CALCULATIONS 
c 

X=O.O 
M=l 
IOO=O 
IDID=O 
DX=DXl 
NTIMES=3 
VRRG=VRR 
VRRP:EPPP*VRR 
TRRG=l.O 
TRRP=TRR 
PRRG=l.O 
AR=(l.O/VRR)*(l.o+((XMR*C)/EPPP)) 
PAM=(PA*(l.O+XMR)/AR) 
EPPPP=((l.O+(A*XMR*TRR))+((VRR*VRR)*(l.O+(XMR*EPPP*EPPP)))*(l.O-(V 

lR*VR)))/(1.0+(A*XMR*TR)) 
RN=VRR*(l.O-EPPP)*EP 
RNABS=ABS(RN) 
IF(RNABS.LE.l.OE+05)GO TO 4 
K=l 
WRITE(3,102)K~RNABS 
CALL EXIT 

4 CALL REYNUM 
IF(RN.LT.O.O)DC:-DC 
PR=2.o+0.495*(RNABS**0.55)*(EPP**0.33) 
RNT=(VRR*D*EP) 
IF(RNT.LE.l.OE+05)GO TO 5 
CR=0.1382/( (RNT)**0.1'77) 
GO TO 3 

5 CR=0.316/((RNT)**0.25) 
3 GAMMA=l.4 

GM=(VRR/((GAMMA/Z)**0.5)) 
HMI=((A*XMR*(TRR-TRRF))+(l.O-TRRF))/(1.0+XMR) +l.O 
SMI=((A*XMR*ALOG(TRR/TRRF))+ALOG(l.O/TRRF)-((2.0/Z)*ALOG(l.O/PRRF) 

1))/(1.0+XMR) +l.O 
SM=SMI 
G=((AR*VRR)/(XMR*C))_;(l.0/EPPP) 
TRRPO:TRRP 
TRRGO=TRRG 
PRRGO=PRRG 
PAGE=PAGE+l 



c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
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REWIND 4 
WRITE(3,108)PAGE 
WRITE(3,103)X,VRRG,VRRP,TRRG,TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,PAM,DC,PR,CR,GM,HMI,S 

lMI,G 

** BRANCH TO SUBSONIC FINITE DIFFERENCES 

GO TO 10 

** BEGIN SUPERSONIC INLET CONDITIONS CALCULATIONS 

6 X=O.O 
M=2 
IOO=O 
IDID=O 
DX=DX2 
NTIMES::::3 
VRRG=VR*VRR 
VRRP=VR*VRR*EPP 
TRRG=EPPPP 
TRRP=TR*EPPPP 
PRRG=l .O/( ( ( XMR*C* ( VR-1.0)) /(EPPPP*EPPP) )+( VR/EPPPP)) 
AR:(EPPPP/(PRRG*VR*VRR))*(l.O+((XMR*C*PRRG)/(EPPP*EPPPP))) 
PAM=(PA*(l.O+XMR)/AR) 
RN=(VR*VRR*(loO-EPPP)*EP*PRRG)/EPPPP 
RNABS = ABS(RN) 
IF(RNABS.LE.l.OE+05)GO TO 8 
K=2 
WRITE(3,102)K~RNABS 
CALL EXIT 

8 CALL REYNUM 
IF(RN.LT.O.O)DC=-DC 
PR=2.0+0.459*(RNABS**0.55)*(EPP**0.33) 
RNT=(VR*VRR*PRRG*D*EP/EPPPP) 
IF(RNT.LE.1.0E+05)GO TO 9 
CR=0.1382/((RNT)**0.177) 
GO 'ID 7 

9 CR=0.316/((RNT)**0.25) 
7 GAMMA=l.4 

GM=(VR*VRR/((EPPPP*GAMMA/Z)**0.5)) 
HMI=((A*XMR*(TR*EPPPP-TRRF))+(EPPPP-TRRF))/(1.0+XMR) +1.0 
SMI=((A*XMR*ALOG(TR*EPPPP/TRRF))+ALOG(EPPPP/TRRF)-((2.0/Z)*ALOG(PR 

lRG/PRRF)))/(1.0+XMR) +1.0 
SM=SMI 

. G=(PRRG/EPPPP)*(((AR*VR*VRR)/(XMR*C))-(1.0/EPPP)) 
TRRPO=TRRP 
TRRGO:TRRG 
PRRGO=PRRG 
LINES=O 
PAGE::PAGE+l 
REWIND 4 
WRITE(3,108)PAGE 
WRI'l'E(3,l04)X,VRRG~VRRP,TRRG~TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,PAM,DC,PR,CR,GM,HMI,S 

lMI,G 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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** CONTINUE ON TO SUPERSONIC FINITE DIFFERENCES 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

** BEGIN FINITE DIFFERENCES CALCULATIONS 

10 DO 11 N""'l,4 
DP=DX 
IF(N.EQ.4)DP=DX*2.0 
AA(N+l )=(1.0/(1..0-( ( VRRP+(DD(N)*DP /2. 0)) * AR) /(XMR*C)) )+(1.0-(XMR*C 

1) /( (VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2 .o)) * AR) )*Z*XMR* ( ( (VRRG+(FF(N)*DP /2 .o) )* (VRRP+ 
2(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))/(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0))) 
BB(N+l)=l.O-((l.O-((XMR*C)/((VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0))*AR)))*Z*(((VRRG+ 

l(FF(N)*DP/2.0))*(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0)))/(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0)))) 
. CC(N+l)=-(((CR*Z*(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0))*(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0)))/(2.0 
l*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0))))+(l.O-((XMR*C)/((VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0))*AR)) 
2)*((B*Z*(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0)))/(2.0*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0))))*((XMR/ 
3(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))+(1.o/(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.o))))) 
DD(N+l)=((o.75*C*D*DC*G*(((VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.o))-(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2. 

10)))**2))/((VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0))*(((AR*(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))/(XMR 
2*C))-l.O)))-(B/(2.0*(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))) 
EE(N+l)=((E*PR)/(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))*((TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0))-(TRR 

lP+(EE(N)*DP/2.0))) _ 
FF(N+l)=-(((l.O+XMR)*B+(A*XMR*EE(N+l))+((2.0*XMR*(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2 

l.O)))-(AA(N+l)*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0))/(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0))))*DD(N+ 
21)+((TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0)))*CC(N+l)))/((BB(N+l)*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0 
3) )/(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0)) )+2 .O* ( VRRG+(FF(N) *DP/2 .O))) 

11 GG(N+l)=((CC(N+l)*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0)))-(AA(N+l)*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/ 
12.0))/(VRRP+(DD(N)*DP/2.0)))*DD(N+l)*(BB(N+l)*(TRRG+(GG(N)*DP/2.0) 
2)/(VRRG+(FF(N)*DP/2.0)))*FF(N+l)) 

DVRGX= (FF(2)+2.0*FF(3)+2.0*FF(4)*FF(5))/6.0 
DVRPX=(DD(2)+2.0*DD(3)+2.0*DD(4)+DD(5))/6.0 
DTRGX=(GG(2)+2.0*GG(3)+2.0*GG(4)+GG(5))/6.0 
DTRPX=(EE(2)+2.0*EE(3)+2.0*EE(4)+EE(5))/6.0 
VRRG=VRRG+(DVRGX*DX) 
VRRP=VRRP+(DVRPX*DX) 
TRRG:TRRG+(DTRGX*DX) 
TRRP=TRRP+(DTRPX*DX) 
PRRG=(TRRG*VRRP*G)/(VRRG*(((AR*VRRP)/(XMR*C))-1.0)). 
DEF2=( (BB(2)*(TRRG+(GG(l)*DX/2o0)) )/( (VRRG+(FF(l)*DX/2 .O) )* (VRRG+l 

lFF(l)*DX/2 .O))) )+2 .O 
DFF3=((BB(3)*(TRRG+(GG(2)*DX/2.0)))/((VRRG+(FF(2)*DX/2.0))*(VRRG+l 

1FF(2)*DX/2.0))))+2.0 
DFF4=((BB(4)*(TRRG+(GG(3)*DX/2.0)))/((VRRG+(FF(3)*DX/2oO))*(VRRG 

l+(FF(3)*DX/2.0))))+2.0 
DFF5=((BB(5)*(TRRG+(GG(4)*DX/l.O)))/((VRRG+(FF(4)*DX/l.O))*(VRRG 

l+(FF(4)*DX/lo0))))+2.0 
DDVGX:(DFF2*DFF3*DFF4*DFF5) 
WRITE(3,107)DVRGX,DVRPX,DTRGX,DTRPX,DDVGX,FF(2),RNT 
LINES:LINES+l 
IF(LINES.LE.8)GO TO 12 
PAGE=PAGE+l 
WRITE(3,108)PAGE 



c 

LINES=O 
12 IF(X.EQ.O.O)GO TO 38 

IF(IDID.EQ.O)GO TO 14 
IF(IDO.EQ.l)GO TO 14 
IDO=l 
DDVGXP:DDVGX 
GMP=GM 

C TESTS TO DETERMINE FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION SHUTOFF POINT 
c 
C TEST 1-SIGN CHANGE OF DENOMINATOR OF GAS DERIVATIVE 
c 

c 

14 PREV=SIGN(l.O,DDVGXP) 
CURNT=SIGN(l.O,DDVGX) 
IF(PREV.EQ.CURNT)GO TO 16 
WRITE(3,10l)DDVGX 
GO TO 48 

C TEST 2-DISORDER OF DENOMINATOR OF GAS DERIVATIVE 
c 

c 

16 IF(DDVGX.LE.DDVGXP)GO TO 18 
WRITE(3,ll2)DDVGX 
GO TO 48 

C TEST 3-DISORDER OF GAS MACH NUMBER 
c 

c 

18 IF(M.EQ.l)GO TO 20 
IF(GM.LE.GMP)GO TO 30 
GO TO 22 

20 IF(GM.GE.GMP)GO TO 30 
22 WRITE(3,115)GM 

GO TO 48 
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C TESTS 4 THRU 6-FAILURE OF SYSTEM PROPERTIES TO BE GREATER THAN O 
c 

c 

30 IF(TRRP.GT.O.O)GO TO 32 
FAIL=l 
WRITE(3,ll3)FAIL 
GO TO 48 

32 IF(TRRG.GT.O.O)GO TO 34 
FAIL=2 
WRITE(3,113)FAIL 
GO TO 48 

34 IF(PRRG.GT.o.o)GO TO 38 
FAIL=3 
WRITE(3jll3)FAIL 
GO TO 48 

C TEST 7-ENTROPY MAXIMUM (SEE00044) 
c 

38 DDVGXP=DDVGX 
GMP:::GM 
AR=(TRaG/(PRRG*VRRG))*(l.o+((XMR*C*PRRG*VRRG)/(VRRP*TRRG))) 
RN=(VRRG/TRRG)*(l.O-(VRRP/VRRG))*PRRG*EP 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

RNABS=ABS(RN) 
IF(RNABSoLE.loOE+05)GO TO 40 
K=3 
WRITE(3~102)K~RNABS 
CALL EXIT 

40 CALL REYNUM 
IF(RN.LT.O.O)DC=-DC 
PR=2.0+(0.459*(RNABS**0.55))*(EPP**0.33) 
RNT=(VRRG*PRRG*D*EP/TRRG) 
IF(RNToLE.l.OE+05)GO TO 41 
CR=0.1382/((RNT)**0.177) 
GO TO 43 

41 CR=o.316/((RNT)**o.25) 
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43 GM=(VRRG/{(TRRG*GAMMA/Z)**0.5)) 
HMX=HMI+((((XMR*A)*(TRRP-TRRPO))+('l'RRG-TRRG0))/(1.0+XMR)) 
SMX=SMI+((XMR*A*ALOG(TRRP/TRRPO))+ALOG(TRRG/TRRG0)-((2.0/Z)*ALOG(P 

lRRG/PRRG0)))/(1.0+XMR) 
G::(PRRG/TRRG)*(((AR*VRRG)/(XMR*C))-(VRRG/VRRP)) 
X=X+DX 
WRITE(3'll05)X 

WRITE(3,106)VRRG,VRRP,TRRG,TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,DC,PR,CR,GM,HMX,SMX,G 
WRITE(4)X,VRRG,VRRP,TRRG,TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,DC,PR,CR,GM,HMX,SMX,G 

44 IF(SMX.LE.SM)GO TO 46 
SM=SMX 
IF(IDID.EQ.O)GO TO 10 
IF(M.EQ.2)GO TO 45 
IF(GM.GE.o.95)DX=DX3/5.o 
GO TO 10 

45 IF(GM.LE.1.0l)DX=DX4/5.o 
GO TO 10 

** 
** 
** 

BRANCH --
IF SUBSONIC FINITE DIFF. JUST COMPLETED -- TO SUPERSONIC 
IF SUPERSONIC FINITE DIFF. COMPLETED -- TO END 

46 WRITE(3,114) 

C INSTRUCTIONS FOR BACKING PROGRAM UP TO REAPPROACH SHUTOFF POINT 
C WITH FINER INCREMENTS 
c 

c 

48 IF(M.EQ.2)GO TO 50 
GO 'IO 52 

50 XMRNB=9.0 
IF(XMR.GE.XMRNB)GO TO 54 

52 IF(IDID.EQ.l)GO 'IO 54 
IDID==l 
CALL BACKUP 
READ(4)X,VRRG~VRRP,TRRG,TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,DC,PR,CR,GM,HMX,SMX,G 
WRITE(3~105)X 
WRITE(3~106)VRRG~VRRPjTRRG,TRRP,PRRG,RN,AR,DC,PR,CR,GM~HMX,SMXjG 
SM=SMX 
GO TO 10 

54 Ml=M 



c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

GO T0(6,56),Ml 
56 READ(l,109)MORE 
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** 
** 
** 

HAVE CONTROL DATA CARD READY IF NEW DATA IS TO FOLLOW ••• 
TO READ NEW DATA, PUT A -1- IN COL. 5. 
USE A CONTROL CARD WITH -0- IF NO NEW DATA FOLLOWS. 

IF(MORE.EQ.l)GO TO 2 
CALL EXIT 
END 

MON$$ EXEQ FORTRAN,,,10 
SUBROUTINE REYNUM 

** 
** 

SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING *DC* FOR VARIOUS RANGF.S 
OF REYNOLDS NUMBER 

COMMON RNABS,DC,NTIMES,DX,DX3,DX4,M 
IF(RNABS.LE.1000.0)GO TO 58 
DC=0.44 
RETURNi 

58 IF(RNABS.LE.10.0)GO TO 60 
DC=l3.0/SQRT(RNABS) 
RETURN 

60 IF(RNABS.LE.l.O)GO TO 62 
DC=24.0/(RNABS**0.?5) 
RETURN 

62 DC:24.0/RNABS 
RETURN 
END 

MON$$ EX:EX:t FORTRAN,,,10 
SUBROUTINE BACKUP 

C SUBROUTINE FOR BACKING P:OOGRAM UP TO REAPPROACH SHUTOFF POINT 
C WITH FINER INCREMENTS 
c 

COMMON RNABS,DG,NTIMES,DX,DX3,DX4,M 
DO 64 J=l,NTIMES 

64 BACKSPACE 4 
DX=DX3 
IF(M.EQ.2)DX:DX4 
RETURN 
END 

MON$$ 

MON$$ 

EXEQ LINKLOAD 
PHASEENTIREPGM 
CALL FLOW 
EXEQ ENTIREPGM~MJB 



APPENDIX B 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The measured experimental laboratory data and result

ing calculated quantities for one single-phase and two air

particle test runs are shown in Tables VI~ VII~ and VIII~ 

respectively. Table IX includes the list of experimental 

equipment used in this investigation. 
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TABLE VI 

EXPERIMENTAL SINGLE-PHASE DATA 

(X=O.O) 

Station 0 Pg-lb.f/in. 
2 lb.f/in.2-ab. V -ft./sec. x g 

-" 
1-Inlet 0 57.0 71.3 
2 48.5 54.2 68.5 
3 97.0 50.8 65.1 
4 145.5 47.2 61.5 
"Ci 194.o 43.6 57.9 _, 

6 242.5 39.3 53.6 
7 291.0 34.9 49.2 
8 339.5 28.7 43.0 
Q 388.0 22.1 36.4 / 

10-Exit 436.5 3.4 17.7 

Nozzle Inlet Pressure P .:lb.f/in. 2(gage)-?0.5 gni 2 
lb.f/in. (abs.)-84.8 

Nozzle Inlet Temperature T .~mv-1.07 
gm .. 

(System Stagnation Temp.) 0 R-540.5 

Pressure Drop Ae:r·oss Nozzle LlP : in.h20-19 .. 0(Av.) 
n 

Atmospheric Pressure P :lb.f/in.2-14.3 a . 
Atmospheric Temperature T :°F=80.0 a 
Reference Conditions;Pgl = 71.3 lb.f/in. 2 

0 
Tl= 57i2.2 R 

312.0 
324.3 
31+1.9 
360.0 
380.8 
409.0 
444.o 
513.0 
586.0 

1052.0 

g -.......----
vgl = Y 2gccgl Tgl == 2531 ft./sec. 

T - 0 R v° To Po 
g g g g 

532.2 .123 1.0 LO 
531.7 .128 .999 .962 
530.3 .1351 .997 .913 
529.0 .142 .994 .863 
528.2 .1485 .9925 .813 
526.2 .162 .989 .752 
523.7 .1757 .983 .689 
518.9 .2025 .974 .604 
510.1 .232 .958 .511 
448.7 .416 .8425 .248 

Particle Mass Flow Rate:m =0.0 
p 

M 
g 

.276 

.2858 

.3025 

.319 

.338 

.363 

.396 

.460 

.529 
1.01 

Air Mass Flow Rate:m =9.27 lb. /min. 
g m 

m "' KCFctd}r 11P-.~7T . where g ...... Y gn1 n gm. 
CFd ~ .9t7 (ASME Nozzle Codes) 

d t :a o'75 in.(Nozzle Throat 
n Diameter) 

K "" 6 .87 

I-' 
\J1 
f\.) 



TABLE VII 

EXPERIMENTAL TWO-PHASE DATA 

(x,._Q.114} 

Station 0 
Pg-lb.f/in. 

2 lb.f/in.2-ab V -ft./sec. x g 

1-Inlet 0 59.0 73.36 299.0 
2 48.5 56.3 70.66 309.0 
3 97.0 53.3 66.66 324.3 
4 145.5 49.6 63.96 336.3 
5 194.o 46.o 60.36 357.5 
6 242.5 41.6 55.96 383.0 
7 291.0 36.6 50.96 418.0 
8 339.5 30.1 44.46 475.0 
9 388.0 22.7 37.06 562.5 
10-Exit 436.5 2.6 17.96 1022.0 

Nozzle Inlet Pressure P .:lb.f/in.2(gage)-?O.O 
gm. 2 

lb.f/in. (abs.)-84.36 
Nozzle Inlet Temperature T ,:mv-1.01 

gm. 
(System Stagnation Temp.) 0 R-538.0 

Pressure Drop Across Noizzle AP :in.h20-17.75(av.) 
n~ 

Atmospheric Pressure Pa:lb.f/in.--14.36 

Atmospheric Temperature T :°F-78.5 a 
Reference Conditions:Pgl = 73.36 lb.f/in.2 

0 Tl= 530.7 R 
e: ,---.--v 1 = Y 2g c 1T 1 = 2530 ft./sec. g c g g 

·, 

.. 

T - 0 R v° To po M g g g g g 

530.7 .1182 1.0 1.0 .264 
530.5 .1221 .999 .962 .273 
528.95 .1272 .996 .909 .287 
528.1 .1319 .995 .872 .298 
527.4 .1412 .994 .822 .317 
525.7 .1515 .990 .763 .340 
523.0 .1640 .985 .694 .373 
518.8 .1877 .977 .606 .426 
512.0 .2225 .964 .505 .506 
450.6 .4040 .848 .245 .982 

Particle Mass Flow Rate:m = ,1.03 lb. /min. 
P m 

Air Mass Flow Rate:m =9.06 lb. /min. 
g m 

m = KCFddn2t YP . AP /T • where g gn1 n gn1 
CFd = .987 (ASME Nozzle Codes) 

d t = .75 in.(Nozzle Throat 
n Diameter) 

K ... 6.87 

..... 
\JI 
\J-1 



TABLE VIII 

EXPERIMENTAL TWO-PHASE DATA 

-

Station 0 
Pg-lb.f/in. 

2 lb.f/in.2-ab. V -ft./sec. T - 0 R Vo 0 Pog M x Tg g g g g 

1-Inlet 0 59.3 73.6 
2 48.5 55.6 69.9 
3 97.0 51.9 66.2 
4 145.5 47.5 61.8 
5 194.o 43.1 57.4 
6 242.5 38.2 52.5 
'l 291.0 32.7 47.0 
8 339.5 25.8 40.1 
9 388.0 18.0 32.3 
10-Ex:it 436.5 2.0 16.3 

Nozzle Inlet Pressure P .:lb.f/in.2(gage)-70.0 
gm. 2 

lb.f/in. (abs.)-84.3 
Nozzle Inlet Temperature T .:mv-1.17 

gm. 

(System Stagnation Temp.) 0 R-544.9 

Pressure Drop Across Nozzle APn:in.h20-16.3(av.) 

Atmospheric Pressure Pa:lb.f/in.2-14.3 

Atmospheric Temperature T :°F-85.o a 
Reference Conditions:P 1 = 73.6 lb.f/in.2 

t g O 
Tl= 5~8.2 R 

283.5 
299.0 
314.o 
336.0 
362.0 
390.0 
432.5 
510.1 
620.0 

1068.5 

g .. ___ _ 

V 1 = y2g c 1T 1' = 2542 ft./sec. 
g c g g 

538.2 .1114 1.000 1.000 .249 
537.6 .1175 .9985 .950 .2625 
536.7 .1234 .997 .899 .2764 
535.4 .1320 .995 .839 .2963 
533.9 .1422 .990 .781 .320 
532.3 .1532 .988 .713 .3443 
529.4 .1700 .984 .639 .383 
523.3 .2020 .972 .544 .454 
513.0 .2437 .953 .438 .558 
449.4 .4195 .834 .2215 1.026 

Particle Mass Flow Rate:m =1.317 lb. /min. 
p m 

Air Mass Flow Rate:m =8.62 lb. /min. 
g m 

m = KCFdit fP - . AP /T . where g n gni n gn1 

CFd = .987 (ASME Nozzle Codes) 

d t = .75 in.(Nozzle Throat 
n . ) Diameter 

K • 6.87 

I-' 
\Jl 
+:' 



Instrument 

Bourdon-type pressure gage 

Bourdon-type pressure gage 

Vertical water manometer 

Milli-Voltmeter 

Scale balance 

Air pressure regulator 

No. 30 Copper-Constantan 
thermocouple wire 

Double-acting single
stage air compressor 

TABLE IX 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

Manufacturer 

Heise 

Ashcroft 

Meriam 

Hewlett-Packard 

Fairbanks 

Schrader 

Minneapolis
Honeywell 

Chicago Penumatic 
Tool Co. 

Range Division 

0-175 psig 0.2 psig 

0-100 psig 1.0 psig 

0-60 in.h20 0.1 in.h2o 

0-3 mv .05 mv 

0-70 lbs. .02 lb. 

0-100 psig 2.0 psig 

Capacity-200 CFM maximum at 
standard conditions at 110 psig 
outlet pressure 

I 

I-' 
\J1 
\J1 
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